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ABSTRACT

An increased interest in the position of women,
stimulated by increasing numbers of women in the labor force as well'
as the women's movement, has resulted in a reexamination of women's
status under social security programs_in many countries. Five case
studies (Belgium, Federal Republic of Germany, Prance, Great Britain,
and United States), which were presented at a 1972 Vienna research
conference on women and social security, sponsored by the
International Social Security Association, have reflected a range of
approaches, points of view, and corrective measures directed to this
issue. Interest and concern has focused on women's equal
treatment/nondiscrimination along with the adequacy of protections
for women by the system as a whole. Aspects of benefit levels, family
allowances, maternity insurance, old-age pensions, and survivors
benefits are presented as well as the situations of widows, divorced
women, and unmarried or deserted mothers. It is anticipated that
further research and policy development will emerge as a result of
this study. (EA)
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Foreword
SPEC!' AL-CONCERN- wit h' the 'treatment-of- women.--

wider social security has manifested itself in country.
after country in recent. years. Stimuated, no doubt, by
the women's movement as well as by increasing participation of women in the paid labor force, this new in -'
terest has moved in several directions; There is, on the

ott.

ik iletermination that women should have
equal treatment or should not be clearly discriminated
against, in the structure of social security rights. In a
social insurance program which is at. the same time
based on earnings-related eligibility and benefit status
and a funnily 'security goal, it is not always easy to say

What is and what is not. discrimination. The case studies
which follow illustrate a range of approaches, points of
view. and corrective devices.
.

A second direction of interest. and concern focuses
on the adequacy of the protections afforded women by
the social Security system as a. whole. Depending on the

history. atte. current characteristics of the programs in
effect in a given country, the major concern May be the
situation of widows, of divorced women, of min's:Tied
or deserted mothers, or more generally of the benefit
levels actually achieved by women workers or women
as dependents or menthe's of families. Attempts tonssure adequate social security protection for women in
particular have in some countries led to modifications
in social insurance provisions; in others to improvements
III

.44--

in social assistance or the development of special types
of incomeAested or means-tested. benefits.
A preliminary draft of the five case studies presented
hero was prepared for a research conferettee_on-women
and socialseettrity. The conference, in Vienna, Novetn.ber
1972,- was convened by the International Social

Security Association tinder the auspices of its Study
Group in Social Security Research. We are grateful to
yepresentatives_of the_ countries...whose-systems- are-

sc.ribed here: for reviewing and verifying the acenracy

of the reports.
Dalnier Hoskins. while a member of the Office of Research and Statistics staff, did much of the work on the
studies of Belgium, the Federal Reptiblic,p Germany,

Prance, and Great Britain. Under the direction of
Christine Cockburn of the ISSA Doctunentation Research Service, Geneva, lir, Hoskins completed the final

drafts of these studies. Mrs. Lenore H. I3ixby of the
ORS staff ',wimpy(' the ease study on the United States.

The information assembled here should be of interest
to Tiyone who is concerned, with the problemor perhaps one should say the diverse problemsof'wottien
hi relation to social security. While there is a common
thread of concern. no definite patterns for solutions
emerge from the experiences described here, It is hoped
that, the studies will open up suggested areas for further
research and policy development..
IOA C. Mr..aarAm,

Assistant Commilstioner for Research- anti
,SYati'stics.
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Part 1.-Belgium
----ALTHOUGH -BELGIUM'S-social security provisions---are very favorable for women in terms of the variety

and Ancona of benefits, particularly in the case of
widows, the contention is often heard that its regular
ions tend to reflect the traditional view of the woman
as a dependent. of her employed spouse. One aspect of
the Belgian SitnatiOir is the current concern with the

legal definition of the head of the family (chef de
famille) mid what are felt to be the discriminatory
results for the insured woman with regard to social
security benefits.

It is in this areathe rights of the insured woman to
equal social security benefits for herself and her depend-

entsthat some of the more 'significant developments
are occurring in Belgium. A major reform of the unem-

ployment insurance system will end the distinction
which has been made between male and female beneficiaries. Also; there have been several proposals to permit the insured womati to provide a survivor's benefit
for her dependent husband, which is not possible under
current regulations.
Other developments especially affecting the social
security status of women include the'trend toward the
relaxation of qualifying conditions for women who tem-

porarily interrupt their career for family reasons, and
the government's proposal to reintroduce a special
family allowance for the mother at home. Each of these
1

i

-,- --... developments -is discussed in.t lie _perspective. of,a_brieL______

survey of the treatment of women in the following
branches: (1) Old-age and survivors' insuanee, ('2)
unemployment insuranee. (3) health insurance. and(4)
family allowances.

Old-Age and Survivors' Insurance
f..

The 'Belgian pension system is divided into two main
-----prograinsone-for-blue-col ht r -wo rke rs; a notlw r-for-salaried employees, Although this description will be limited to the..hitter program, the provisionS concerning the
treatment of women as insured persons and as beneficiaries are very similar tinder both programs.
Old -ago pensions are payable to women at age 60, and
111(.1: at age lin. This retirement-age distinction has been

widely criticized and defended. with no apparent. consensus even among working women. At a May 11171. sem-

ina on social security and women sponsored by the Ministry of Social Welfare. some participants supported the
raising of the retirement age for women to ii,tre (iri while
others contended that the just solution ivould he to make

age 60 the retirement age for both sexes.'
As a result of this distinction in the retirement age,
the number of Fears of coverage necessary to acquire al
full pension is 4S for own but only 40 for women. Since
women generally have-shorter. work histories and lower
wages than men. it,is not surprising that their pensions
are also usually lower. This disparity is reflected in the
minimum knefit for women employees whose pensions
started before. 1962. fn 1971, these women were paid a
pension of 80.508 francs a year while the minimum bene' The proceedings of the seminar on "Women and Social Security" were publislivi in lecrue lido de Securitd Sock*, October
0-171, No. 10. pp. 111F-1218.

.
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for men was 84,888 (II *1=-15 Belgian frafics).2
Citaat CeTrd iite rent rates a ccordi ng to the family circumstances of the beneficiary:
( I) Tti percent of earnings up to a maximum for the
nude employee whose wife is neither employed nor is
eeiving any retirement or invalidity pension in her own

.

right: (termed the, "family-rate' pension) :
()qo percent Of earnings up to a maximum for a
employee, _whethor-unmarriedrw
divorced; or for the female employee, regardless of her
inmsital status (termed the "single-person pension");
or for a married man whose wife is receiving it pension
in her own right.
Receipt, of an old-age pension is contingent on u. retirement test which permits additional income front employment up to a prescribed limit. When both husband
and wife qualify for a. pension, each may receive the
single-person pension, or the wife may give lIp her pension rights so that. her husband can qualify for a pension
at the -family rate. Au important point is that a woman
cannot receive a pension at the -lankily rate even if her
husband is not employed and
in fact, her dependent.
As molt ioned
the same mile holds true for the
survivors benefit. The wife of a male employee has the
right to a survivor's pension equal to SO percent. of the
family-rate pension which he had earned. The insured
woman, however. cannot. earn the right to a survivor's
pension for her dependent. spouse.

The Belgian provisions for the widow are relatively
liberal regarding the age qualification. Any widow 45
years old can receive a survivor's pension, but this age
2 For pensions cal:minted lifter 1982. a reform in the method
,,r, 4.:11011/1 ting benefits replaced the practice of granting a.mini-

intuit pension. but ibere 04 no doubt that the lerels.of pension

benefits continue to retleCt the gap between mole 111141 retainie
bettefielaries.

--

m

_requirgunt_ij natived if. a. dependent child is ill the

i

household or if the widow is disabled. TheriCii-iiiiiidili.::-tional condition that the Widow must have been married
to the insured for at least. 1 year before his death. This
requirement is waived %rheum' there is a child or if ttimo
insuured's death was amecidental. To receive a suurviVuir's

benefit, a widow ninst have lieu. earnings submitted to
time retirement test. Her rights are suspended upon remarriage;-howeveri-tliey-cauthe.reinstated.in.the.case.of_.
divorce or death of the second husband.
Time Belgian system also provides, under certain aircumstances, for the payment of a Imunp-sum benefit,
known as the adaptation indemnity, to the widow, who
cannot qualify for ;i survivor's pension. If, for example,

the widow has not, reached age 45 at the time of the
insured's death, she is entitled to an adaptation indem
nit equivalent to 1 year of the survivor's pension. If the
widow was already receiving a survivor's betiefit for at
least 10 months butt for some reason, such as'remarriag,e.
is no longer eligible. site receives an adaptation indemnity equal to 2, years of the widow's pension.
It is.al ways difficult to evaluate the adequacy of sur-

1
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vivors' benefits. This is particularly true for Belgium
where a very complicated series of legislative changes
have caused the method of calculating benefits to vary
according to the age of the insured' and the year of retirement. However. in their study on. thtevolutioti of
Belgian social security benefits. Spitaels andlilaric estimated that the average widow's pension mtder the
salaried employees' program in 1965 amounted to 27.5
percent of the average wage for the same year.3 Spitae Is

and Klwic also pointed out that, the growth rate of the
widow's pension has significantly exceeded that for the
.. family-rate maid single-person pensions. This has also

..

3410y Spitnels rind Ilanilo Kin rIe. ring( tons tic Rectrite socket-%
ilrits.Qpis. p. 195.

4

I

been verified in a study by the National Social Security
Office showing that, in real Terms (that is, at constant
.prices), the widow's pension increased` by 126 percent
befween 1960 and 11)70. This contrasted with an increase

of only 41.1 'percent for the family-rate pension and
60.742 percent for the single-person pension. The faster
rate of increase in the willow's pension.is explained by

liberalizations in the method of calculating the benefit
and by steady augmentations in the level of the minimum benefit. This reflects a concerted policy extending
over a number ..of years to give widows preferential
treatment iii t11;e raising of social security benefits. A
similar objective hats been permitted for the orphans' allowances, which are paid not by the old-age and sur-

vivors program but by the family allowance fund.
13e fora concluding these remarks on the pension system, tint treatment of the separated or divorced woman
should be briefly mentioned. A woman aged 00 or over
and' separated from her husband has the right to half
of his single - person pension if she is neither- employed
nor receiving a retireinent or invalidity pension in her
-

own right whether or not he is retired. The divorced
woman is entitled to contribute voluntarily in order to
insure her right to a pension; the final pension is calculated on the basis of the number of years of marriage
and her own contributions. The divorced woman cannot, however, continue to take advantage of this option
after remarriage.5
Besides the regniar pension system, all Belgian citizens who have reached retirement age and who do not
"La reralorlsation des' preldallons do adeurild soefale are

courser dr la period° du ler pale, 11)60 as ler jaillet 1910. Revue
.
lielge de Silearild Sociole, :January 1072. 'No. 1, p. $0.
s It is interesting to note that the separated ea* divorced woman
loses her pension rights if 8he has bete denied maternstl rights

by the court, has beett convicted or an attempt On her hugba nd's life. or resides abroad.

possess adequate resources are entitled, since 1969, to
receive a guaranteed mininitan revenue. The right to
receive the guaranteed revenue is not dependent on tiny
contribution record; the benefits are financed entirely
by the national treasury. As one would expect., women
{especially single women) along with handicapped persons are heavily represented oloolig those receiving
the guaranteed minimum revenue.
With the glitiraliteed revenue benefit., the concept

.

of the husband as presumed head of the family IS
again encountered. Since both spouses cannot receive ii

separate benefit, the married man is assumed to have

a dependent wife; thus his benefit is higher than
that for a single man or for a woman, regardless of
her marital status, When it is the. woman who, is the
recipient., there is no automatic assumption regarding
dependents, and she must submit to a mote rigorous
means test to prove that other family members rely on
her for support.

Unemployment Insurance
With the new system of unemployment, benefits which
became effective in November 1971, what may have been

the . most 'obvious case of the unequal .treatment of
women under the Belgian social security system has
been corrected.

Under the old system, the amounts of the flat -rate
unemployment benefits were based on six classifications
of eligible persons. The employed woman, regardless of

her marital status or fainily.responsibilities, could not
receive an unemployment. benefit at the level of category
I; since only an employed man with Sdependent spouse

was eligible to receive the highest. benefit. A woman
considered us head of the family fell within category II,
along with employed men without dependents. Other

6

,

employed women over age IS Were included in category

To qualify as head of the family (this holds true nuclei: the new regulations as well), the woman must. be

living alone and responsible for raising children or
be married to a. man with a disability oh 60 percent of
working capacity. As in the other branches of Belgian
social security, there lire no special provisions concerning dependent. coverage for the insured woman whose
husband chooses to remit in at. home. and carry out -the
household tasks.

After criticism by the trade unions and a negative
court decision, a now system of unemployment benefits
was decreed. The system of flat -rate payments remains
provisionally in e hrect for persons Who became uncutployed before November 1971, bat, after that date benefits are related, regardless of sex, to the level of earnings. The unemployment benefit provides basically the
same guarantee against loss of income as the cash sicktt6s benefits under the health] insurance program: Eligible workers receive 60 percent Of their amine daily

wage, tip to a maximum, for a period. not more than
1 year. '.After 1 year, only. those .persons, including
tvomen, who qualify as heads of families will continue
to receive a benefit at the rate of 60 percents Those who
do not, qualify as family heads will have their benefits
reduced to 40 percent, again with a. ceiling..These payments may continue, if necessary, up to retirement age.

In order to establish minimum benefits under the new
system, the. flat-rate payments have. been retained for
a transitional period to prevent a situation in which-the
beneficiary would receive a lower benefit. than before
the reform.
Alt -hough the reform has received the support, of the

trade unions and. inparticular the representatives of
women's organizations, the change to an earnings7

related benefit is not. a totally unmixed blessing for the
unemployed woman. The end of one form Of diSCrilllilitai011, which categorized the beneficiary ae.Wrding to
sex, will not, mean the end of another form of discrimina-

tion, which involves the earnings gap between male
and female workers, often when perforating the same
work, This gap is, of course, reflected in the- levels of unempkiythent benefits for men and women.

Health Insurance
The Belgian health insurance system is divided into
t wo programs: Medical care benefits and cash sickness
benefits. As one would expec, the coverage of the t.wo
programs differs in that the cash sickness benefits are
awarded only to wage and salary earners.
glictikyci care brae/W.As under the pension'system,
the Belgian health insurance. provisions are very favorable in the treatment of widows. WidowS and orphans

of insured workers, along with the disabled and pensioners, are entitled to health insurance coverage ithout. payment. of a contribution. This privilege can be
denied, however, if their annual income exceeds a, certain ceiling.
-Widows and orphans, unlike employed persons, are
exempt from fulfilling the qualifying period of 120 days
of covered employment, before medical care costs can
be reimbursed. Another important advantage is that the.
rate of reimbursement, normally 75 percent. of the fee
schedule for insured persons and their dependents, is
100 percent for widows, as for orphans, pensioners, and
the disabled.
The Costs of these advantages to the health insurance
in'ogra tu are financed at the rate of P5 percent from general revenues.

ea,th. 8icknes.y braefts.fjner the program paying
ensh sickness benefits, employed women are entitled, as

8

under unemployment insurance, to 60 percent of their
earnings up to a ceiling. The rate falls to 40 percent,

howeer, if the insured is unable to return to work
'within a yea.' A woman recognized as the head of the
family and responsible for the s;ipport of her children
and disabled husband may continue to receive the cash
benefit at the rate of 60 percent of earnings.
Once again, however, the definition of head of the
family is not the same for the insured woman as for
the man. While the male head of the family is automatically assumed to be supporting his wife, whether or
not she is employed, the woman must be able to prove
that her husband is physically or mentally incapable of
employment or that. she and her children are no longer
dependent on her husband for support.
The provisions for maternity benefits permit the insured woman to receive 60 percent. of her earnings, up
to a mosinnint, during a 14-week period. A recent decree Only 19,.19T1) has, moreover, instituted a supplementary payment of 15 percent of earnings-for the
301y period limited iately. following tIu birth. The regulations concerning the type of work that a pregnant.
woman is permitted to perform are rather strict. If the
employer is unable to offer the pregnant woman work
which conforms to these regulations, the wOlflan is
treated in the seine way as an invalidity beneficiary and
is entitled to 61) permit of her earnings.

The most interesting development in the area of
health insurance--one that has implications for other

insurance branches as wellis the relaxation of the
qualifying conditions for women who internipt their
tamers for family reasons: According to a. July 6, 1971
decree, a. wounin who stops working anytime during the

3-yea period following the birth of a child and then.
Becomes reentployed does not have to satisfy the 1:29;

day qualifying period for medical owe benefits. The
9

3-year period following the birth ran be extended up to
6 yeats if the Child is handicapped. The same decree

provides for a 1month redact -ion of the qualifying
period. also 120 days, for cash siekttess benefits.

Family Allowances
Fstni ly allowances in Belgium have experienced a
.

long evolution and they now constitute. in terms of the
variety and level of benefits. out of the most important
branches of the Belgian social security system. Approximately 85 percent of the populat ion under age (20 bene-

fits in one form or another front funnily allowances.
Whether funnily allowances are regarded primarily as
the instrument. of a pronatalist family policy or as
merely a component of wages and salaries: there is no
question that they have an important impact on the
status of women in the Belgian social security system.
In theory, family allowances are paid to the mother.
But in order to be eligible, she must either be employed

herself or be dependent on, her employed husband or
another fatatilY member. There arc, however, some ex-

ceptions to the rule that eligibility is acquired only
through covered employment since widows, pensioners,
and students are also eligible in respect of their children.
Moreover, a law passed in 1971 sets up a, special fund
which pays family allowances for those children who
for some reason are not covered by the regular program.
The tight to receive an allowance from the special fund
is dependent on a means test. This no provision is expected to end the situation in which certain categories,

such as the nonemplOyed unmarried mother and the
deserted mother, were ineligible for family allowances.
According . to the regulations for regular family
allowances, the benefit 'amount varies proportionally

with the number of days worked per month.- If the
insured male, works on the average at least 9 clays a
10

month (based on a 6-day week), he qualifies for a flatrate benefit. The insured woman who acts as hcad of the
family is given Preferential treatment. .She can qualify
for the flat-rate benefit after only 80 hours of employment a mouth.

While family allowances in the other Kuropean coun-

tries cove -re in this study are paid from the second
child. in Belgium payment begins with fate. first child.
Tim monthly benefit in March 1972 .was 660 francs for
the. first child, 1,146 for the second, and 1,604 for the
third and each suceeeding child. While in France there
are two supplements according to the age of the child
(at 10 years and 15 years). the Belgian program otters
three. supplementary benefits (from age 6 through 9,
1.18.50 francs; from age 10 through 13. 261.75 francs;
and fronl age 14,423.75 francs).
The family allowance program grants orphans' allow-

ances at the regular rate, and at a special rate if time
insured mother or father satisfied certain conditions_
concerning. the length of coverage at the time of death

and if the suviving parent does not remarry. The
amount of the special orphan's allowance was 2,009
francs in March 1971 Beneficiary statistics show that a
heavy majority of orphans receive the higher benefit.
A rather striking difference in the Belgian legislation
is that. the insured father eats claim, an orphan's allowance for his child even though his deceased wife may
never have been employed herself.

Another interesting feature is the special allowance
given for the daughter, up to the age of 25, who remains
at home to perform housekeeping functions. To qualify,

the mother of the family must be either deceased, divorced, or judged physically or mental!: incapable of
carrying out the household duties. and there must be at
least four children in the household, of whom three are
benefiting from family allowances.
11
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A birth allowance is paid by the family allowance
.fund. But instead of being the same amount. for each
birth, as is often the case, the Belgian birth allowance

is higheSt. for the first birth and then drops for the
second and third births (first birth. I0,132 francs; second birth, 6088 francs: third and following births, 3,759
francs).
Since the beginning 0 1972 the future orientation of
the family allowance program, including the demoir.aPhie objeCti'eS, has becoaw an important social and
political issue in Belgium. The immediate cause for discussion was a proposal by the present government to
introduce it special allowance (sometimes referred to as
the allocation socio-pedagogique) for-mothers remaining
at. home with their children. The choice of terminology

is itiwortai. since supporters of the special allowance
are eager to make a distinction between this allowance
and the mother -at -home allowance. (alloc«tion. de la
mere au foyer), which was introduced in 19-19 and later
merged with the regular family allowances in .1957.
Although the details of the government's proposids have'
not. yet. been finalized, the allowance would probably be.
granted only to the mother who has, a household income

below a certain limit and who remains at home to care
fora child under 3 years of age.
The parallels with the situation in France are striking. Belgium is considering reintroducing an allowance.
very similar in intent to the French single-wage allowance just when France has succeeded in adopting a reform that will deny the single-wage allowance to at least

a part of the population. Behind the Belgian governInca's proposal to grant II, special allowance to mothers
at home is the prediction that the family allowance -fund
will continue to accumulate a surplus of at lcast.1 billion
frances a 'year. This surplus is explained in part by the

increase in the covered population, particularly the
1')

steady rise in the number of married women whose. eon.
tribut ions are added to those al wady being paid by em-

ployers on behalf of their insureditusbands. (Family
allowances are financed by an employer's contribution

--of 10.50 percent of wages up to a ceiling.) The chief
- reason, however, is that the level of fittuilY Hilowanee
benefits has not, kept pace with the rapid rise. in earnings in recent years. Ttw, surplus has continued to mount
despite the sharp drop in government subsidies to the

family allowance fund and the reduction in the employer contribution rate from 10.75 percent. to 10.50
percent. in 1070.

The issue is, therefore, how to use these extra funds.
Them is considerable disagreement, even among the
trade unions, twee what. categoriesWilli] ies with working mother . families with mothers at home caring for

children, or all familiesshould be the priniary reeiPients of any new or increased family allowances. The
General Federation of Belgian Workers (F.o.T.B.)
It:is apposed the special allowance for mothers at home
on the grounds that. it. discriminates aga inst women who

either !mist return to work after the birth of their chil-

dren or prefer to do so. The F.G.T,B.'s argument is
also that., even if working mothers could receive the allowance, the income ceiling would make the vast Ma-

joit of. families with two incomes ineligible. The
General Federation has consistently urged that instead
of the creation of a special allowance or across- the -board
increases of existing family allowances, the extra funds
1

should be directed toward the financing of social services, particularly day care facilities, for working
niohers.
.

...,-.

ThiS proposal has not received the support of
the Belgian Association of Liberal Trade 'Unions
(C.G.S.L.B.), which adheres to the view that, family
allowances arc intended to compensate for the expenses
13

of child raising and that ;ill benefits should therefore
be increased, tel..1 much as possible, to reflect rises in the

cost of living. The position of tb Association of Liberal
Trade 1 Tnions i t lett the provision of day care facilities
should be tho responsibility of local government authorities, not of the -family aliewattee fund.

On the other hand, the Confederation of Christian
Trade Unions (('..SP.) supports the government's proposal
of a special idlowance for mothers at home and,
..
at the same time, demancls the creation of child care facilities tinaneed from the surplus in the family allowance fund.
.
As long as a surplus of any size exists, the debate
over the proper vourse of the family allowance program is expected to continue. In the meantime, the Administrative Committee, which consists of government.,
trade union, and employer representatives, has reached
tt compromise on the use of the extra fluids during 1972.
Part. of the funds will be used to finance. amexrat family

allowance payment equal to one-half of it regalar
monthly benefit. Tn other words. instead of receiving 12
monthly Payments its in the past, there will now be 121/2
payments. lite rest of the surplus will be used to finance
day care and other family-oriented social facilities.

A Summary of the Issues
fn concluding this country survey, it would be useful
to reiterate some of the main themes which dominate
discussion of the subject in Belgium. 'rhere is the *Ile
justAisenssed of the family allowance program, whielt
is, briefly stated, new or higher -family allowances versus

the provision of more social services, esPsciallyfor
working mothers.
Second, there. is the question of what is seen by some
critics as the inequitable treatment Of contributions and
benefits of insured women in relation to insured men.

A wife. who is working, for example, is required to pay
a contribution toward medical benefits front which she
draws no direct :Ova tit zips because 'she is covered by
het. husband's Vow ribution in till! Satire way IN the de
pendent. wife. To what extent there. should he reciprocal

rights is another issue much discussed : Should a dependent husband he able to draw a sttrvivor's pension
by virtue of his wife's contributions? Should a married
couple's pension be payable on a wife's insurance and
a husband be entitled to renounce his own pension rights
it in the case where her earnings had been hither than
her husband's. the couple could have a higher income in
vet i rentent. through her insurance.

Finally, there is tottsiderable attention being given
in lIelgi tan to the problem of protecting the social secu-

rity rights of I he woman who temporarily leaves the
labor force to care for her children. The new regulations in the health insurance branch eliminating the
qualifying period for medical care benefits have been
mentioned; a similar provision already exists in the unemploymen bra neh. A emnpreltensivamendment was
proposed in the Belgian Parliasuent (hiring 1910 whielt
would have guaranteed all social security rights, including the crediting of pension contribtitions, for the moth-

ers who temporarily left- employment. However, it
seems that at. this point. the trent{ is toward adjustment

of the regulations in each brunch rather than the passage of any comprehensive "social security statute for
women.'
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Part II.Federal Republic of
Germany
THERE HAS PROBABLY BEEN more discussion
in West Germany, particularly at. the official level, concerning the need to improve the status of women under
the social security system tbam in any of the other coun-

tries surveyed in this report. The reform proposals
chiefly concern what is considered by critics to be the
disadvantageous position of women. in the old-age and

survivors insurance program, Our discussion of the
situation in 'West Germany will, therefore, concentrate
on how women fare under the existing pension program
and how they would benefit from the reform proposals,
including the project. of the current coalition government, to. provide, independent. pension insurance for the
housewife and to credit insured women with a "baby
year." Before dealing with the pension program, a brief
description will be given of family allowances And the
provisions for maternity benefits.

Family Allowances
This family allowance program in the Federal Re.

.

public of Germany has is relatively short. legislative history (the present law dates from 1954). In terms of the

level of expenditure. the program occupies a less important position in the social security system than, for
example. in either Belgium or Prance.

The German legislation for family allowances does
17

not provide for any prenatal allowance, birth allowance,
child-care allowance, or supplementary allowances according to the age of the child. Regular family allowances are paid beginning with the third child, or from
the second child if the family income is below 1.2501)M

a month. (US $1 equaled 3.18 DM in July 1972.)
Larger families with three or more children automati.Bally recei ye. a I lows nces beginning with the second child,

since the test of resources is no longer applied.
Since 1964, family allowances have been financed entirely from the general revenues of the federal government, and the level of benefits has remained stationary
except. for one modification in favor of the third child
in 1970, The amount for the second child is 25 DM a
month ; for the third and fourth child, 90 DM each; and
for the fifth and subsequent children, 70 DM catch. The
accumulation of family allowance benefits with to retirement. or survivor's pension is not permitted. This is ex-

plained by the fact. that the pension program pays a
supplement for each dependent child of pensioners plus

an orphan's pension to the. surviving sponse with
children.

Obviously. family allowances in Germany arc intended, as in other countries paying such allowances,
to help offset the costs of rat ising children. The emphasis
placed on the family allowance program to accomplish
this objective is not, however. as great as in some other

countries. in addition to the fact, that it. may be more
difficult with general revenue financing for family allowance benefits to keep pace with the upward movement of wages and salaries, there is the viewpoint., which
is often expressed in Germany, that the best. way to help

families with children is to helthem achie.ue adequate
earnings. Moreover, it is clear that Germany, at least
in the. post war period. has not,attempted to influence the
18

both rate, either through family allowances or other
programs.
There has, however, been considerable discussion in
Cermany in recent year's concerning the need to achieve.

birth rate. either through family allowances or other
some reform of the family allowance program. Although

the number of children receiving allowances has remained alnua.st stationary since 1004, the composition of
the beneficiaries has been steadily changing. The mini-

her of families with a second child 'reviving an allow'knee has diminished. chiefly because the increase in
average earnings has reduced the number of families
with income; below the ceiling abie 'to qualify for it

$

benefit for a second child. Another criticism directed at
the present. program is that families with only one child
are not eligible to receive a, family allowance, a situation
whieh has part-it:niftily unfortunate consequences for the
divorced, deserted or unmarried mother with one child.
As one finds currently in Great Britain, the debate on
the reform of the family allowance program has centetra around the relative Merits of granting larger tax,
exemptions to families with dependent. children or paying higher family allowances. The debate in Germany

has, for the present, ended in favor of higher family
allowances with as severe cut ilvtlie amount of tax deductions permitted for dependent. children,

The timetable for the German reform is for implementation by 1014. An allowance of 0 1-1.M a month for
the rust child will 'be introduced; and the allowance for
the second child will be increased from 25 to TO DM a

month and for the third and subsequent children from
TO to IX) DM.

In connection with the reform of the family allowance

program, there has also been mach discussion of the
desirability and feasibility of introducing a mother's
-allowance (illuttery ld) to be paid during the first 3
years of a child's life if the mother, remains at home to

care for the ohild. The arguments for and ag,ainst the
mother's allowance are much the same as those concerning similar allowances in France and Belgium. The proposal has not received official support. since, in order to

oiler the mother it real choke between remaining at
home and receiving the allowance ur seeking employment, the cost of the benefit won Id be prohibitively high.

Maternity Itosurance
Insured women, as well as the wives of insured men,
are entitled to total coverage of the costs of maternity
by the health insurance funds.
For the woman who is insured in her own right, her

earnings are guaranteed at. the rate of 100 percent for
ti weeks before and 8 weeks after the child's birth. The
health insurance funds carry the cost of this cash maternity benefit up to it maximum, and then the employer is
required to make up the difference between the benefit

and the amount of the wage or salary of the insured;
Although the financial participation of the federal /government is very limited in the health insurance branch,
the federal treasury pays a subsidy to the health insurance funds to help cover the costs of the cash maternity
benefit.

The health insurance funds also pay a small birth
allowance which amounts to 50 DM for the insured
woman and 35 DM for the wife of an insured man.

Old-Age Pensions for Employed Women
Like Belgium, West Germany has separate. pension
programs for blue-collar workers and salaried employees. Since the two programs have similar regulations
affecting women, this description will deal with the
employees' program unless otherwise indicated.

Without going into the rather complex pension formula, one should keep in mind that the amount of the
20

retirement benefit in both pension programs depends
direetly on the length of insurance coverage and the
level of earnings during the insured's working life. The
earnings Of the insured arc adjusted each year by exPressing the amount. of earnings II:-; it percentage of cur-

rent average wages anti salaries. These animal percentages arc then averaged for the entire period of insurance
coverage and etpplied.to the formula. which employs an

average of tuitional wages and salaries for a 3-year
period preceding the year in which the pension was
chi ireful. The replacement fate aimed at is lit) percent of
preret irement ea rtent,15 after -19 years of insnrie nee, that

is, 1.5 percent of adjusted earnings for each year of
-

inset red coverage.

Since benefits directly reflect the level of earnings and
lenge It of coverage of the insured. there is no "bending"
of the formula in favor of those with low earnings records. There is n max intense pension obtainable as a result
Of the contribution ceiling but no provision for a minimum pension. Poisons with low earnings or employment,
reeortiS ettarked by several interrupt -ions will therefore
be- entitled-to only It low penSion benefit, which. as will

be seen, has important implications for many insured
women.

The normal retirement age for both men and women
is flre with a minimum of 1T) years of coverage, There is

no retirement test nor is there any retirement benefit
supplement for a dependent sponse. However, It supplement is paid for dependent- children which amounts to
one-tenth of the 3-year national (millings average, which
is also used in computing a retirement, benefit. In 1971,
. -the national earnings r..yerage for the preceding :3-year
`,̀period -was 914- DM. Thus. the child slipplement was

91.4 DM a month for each child.
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The treatment of the woman who is insured in her
own right is basically the saute as for the insured man,
with two notable exceptions: (1) she can retire as early
as agefio and (:;) the crediting of hypothetical pension
contributions dining certain perimis of mmemployment
is different for women than for men.
Since 1957, insured women have, by fulfilling certain
conditions, been able to retire at age 430 rather than the
normal retirement age of 65, an option not yeti enjoyed
by insured men except ill eases of prolmqed

meat. To qualify for the wty-reirement benefit, a
woman must have at least 10 years of insured coverage

during the last 0 years of etnploynam and must give
up full-time employment, The amount of the pension
will be lower than if she had continued to work until age

65, but there is no penalty for early retirement as is
sometimes the case in other notional pension programs.'
The second exception regarding the treatment of insured women..emu:erns periods when they are-not required to make contributions but are credited with hy-

potheticad rontributions. The West German pension
system has fie veloped rather liberal regulations concerning these coverage periods of nonemployment
. (known as Eiwatzzeitou and Amfaitzeitc) for ail insured persons, including even certain periods Spent in
educational institutions at nd apprenticeships after age
16. Other periods of nonemployment which concern
_

women are for unemployment, extended illness, and, of
course, maternity. The major' difference in the average
benefits of insured women and men results from the use
of earnings tables on which the hypothetical contribu.tiens are based. Reflecting the lower average earnings
of women, the tables di tier according to .sox, with lower
I For example, in Belgium Hare k a 5-pereent reduction in the
ptut!.4itott netteat for each year, up to 5, preceding the normal re-,
i i remelt t age of 00 for wonten alai 0 for men.
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contributions being eredited to insured women than
men. Given the significance of the individual earnings
record in the German pension formula, this is on important difference in the treatment of insured men and
i Oman.

Other than these two exceptions, the pension regulations are the same for insured umeu and women, but this
hardly means that women fare as well as Men with regard to the level of pension-benefits. fn 1970, the average retiremmtent })custom for women-298.50DM a

monthwas considerably less than half the amount re
ceived by Men. This difference is explained largely by
(1) the shorter average length of insured coverage of
women, and (2) the lower average earnings of insured
women.

In Germany, the difference in the length of coverage
is striking. In 1970 male retirees had an average of 36.3
years of eonribution while females averaged only 26.1
years. Time lower average earnings of women are also
reflected in the contribution records of insured men and

women. While only 9.8 percent of insured men made
contributions on earnings which fell below the contribmi-

tion ceiling (11850 ME a month in 1971), 48.7 percent
of insured women had earnings Which were less than
the contribution ceiling.'
The gap between the pensionierels of men and Women

has, moreover, been widening in recent years.' During
1960-69, the yearly increase in men's retirement benefits averaged 7.2 percent while for wothen the figure
was only 3.2 percent. This is explained largely by the
fact that the number of years of employment (and con2 Stottixf ik ter deNt8chco nentenvernicherungen der Arbeiter
and der Ange*tellten. Verbena Deutneher feestcnvereicherungsinglet'. Frankfurt. Band 33, p. 131.
O. Spit:ids, K. Ktarle, S. Lambert. O. I.etevere. Le natairc
indirect et tea caul:edam den bench's nceinte.r, Vol. III. Britsgels.
p. 238.
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sequently the yea to of contribution) iris tended to grow

at a much faster rate for men than for women. While
more and more men are qualifying for a. pension which
represents a replacement, of 60 percent or more of preretirement earnings, most women can expect. a pension
based ott their own insured record to replace only about

30 percent of their former earnings, because of their
shorter periods of insurance.

The German pension program does provide the
woman who has worked at least 60 calendar months in
the l0 -year period before interrupting employment with
the possibility to continue paying pension contributions
voluntarily. Iii this case, stile insured has some choice
concen:ing the level of contributions and considerable

latitude regarding periods of nonpayment and retroactive paynsent of contributions. If the woman continues to pay contributions voluntarily during periods
when she is not employed and fulfills the miniumun
qualifying period of 16 years by combining periods of
voluntary contributions with regular contributions, she
can receive an old-age pension at age 65. Unlike the insured woman who qualifies under the obligatory pension
program, the woman under voluntary insurance cannot
benefit from the early retirement option at age 60.

If at the tune of leaving employment the woman-his
contributed for less than 60 calendar months in the*preceding 10-year period, she cannot continue her coverage
through voluntary contributions. She is then given the
choice of either preserving her contributions in anticipation of reemployment at. some future date or claiming
reimbursement of her contributions, not including the
employer's share. She must, however, wait it years after
termination of employment before making a. claim for
reimbursement of contributions. If site claims her contributions and later becomes reemployed, she may either

begin anew to build up her contribution record or she
24

may choose to pay back the contributions for periods of
employment which have been refunded.

Tito dillic.ulty in Making the latter choke is that she
must 'pay the retroactive contributions at the current
rate, including the ettiployers share. Considering the fi-

nancial burden of repaying contributions, it is hardly
surprising to learn that relatively few wonvm have
actually taken adVantage of this possibility in either
the blue - collar workers or employees' pension programs. The option wuld, however, be very important
for the woman who lacksa few months to a few years
of contributions in order to qualify for the 15 years of
insured coverage, which is the longest minimum qttalifying period found among the countries, covered in this
report..

These provisions for voluntary continuation of pension coverage and tepayment of refunded contributions
have, generally speaking, not been found to be the so-

!talon to the problem of providing satisfactory pensions for women, particularly married women, who do
not have an adequate recOrd of full-time employment.
Many women either never qualify for a pension or receive only a low benefit. This situation and the lack tif
security of the housewife who has never qualified in
her own right have led to the current discitssion in the
Federal Reim id ic concerning whether women at home
permatieptly or temporarilyneed independent. old-age
insurance coverage.

''Survivors; Benefits

.

By any standard. the rights of a widow to a survivor's

pension in the West- German system are very liberal:
since she can receive a pension regardless of her age,
income, or family responsibilities. Furthermore, there
are no restrictions regarding the length of the marriage.
The amount of the widow's pension does. however, vary
25

according. to her personal circumstances. 'A woman can
qualify for the "large widow's pension" if she is over age

45, an invalid, or has dependent children. The "small
widow's pension" is granted when the woman is less
than 45 years old and if she is neither an invalid nor
responsible for supporting a child.
The difference in the benefit amount. between the two

types of widoW's pensions is considerable. The larger
pension represents 60 percent of the.total invalidity pension which the insured would have been eligible to receive at the time of his death, while the smaller pension
represents (10 percent of the partial invalidity pension
which he would have received. For example, since total
and partial invalidity pensions averaged 86D DM and
'226 DM a 'month respectively in 1970, we may estimate
that, the average "large widow's pension" amounted to
approxinnitely 222 DM a month and the "small widow's

pension" to 135 DM a month for the same year. There
is, therefore, a difference of approximately 60 percent
between the levels of the kinds of widow's pensions.
During the first :3 months after the death of the insured, the widow receives not the survivor's pension but
the full retirement pension which
husband had been
receiving. If he was not. yet retired, she receives the full
invalidity pension for which her husband would have
been eligible.

.

Upon remarriage, a widow loses her survivor's pension but she receives a lump-sum benefit equal to 5 years
of the pension she was receiving. If her second marriage
ends with the death of her husband, her widow's pension
can be reestablished. If her second marriage ends in divorce, however, she can regain her right to the widow's

pension only if the court finds she was not primarily
responsible for the divorce.
' Vbcrsicht fiber ilk floziale Sicitcrong, Ministry of Labor and

Social Affair-, Bonn, 1970, p. 60.
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wife, he may receive the survivor's benefit. This is the
ease even when the husband is not considered to be disabled, whieh distinguishes the German system from that

in most of the other countries. And In estimating
whether the woman provided the main SII "'Oet' of support,

for the family, account is takeii not only of her earn:
114,r8 !Alt also of the assessed value of her work as a
mother atml a housewife:
When both spouses qualify for :iii old-age

the

wife can draw both her own retirement pension and,
upon the death of her husband, a widow's pension. In
contrast, the widower, upon the death of his insured
wife, continues to rCCCive only his own retirement pen-

sion..The regulations concerning the accumulation of
ension benefits awe, at least for women, very generous
in the West German system. Moreover, since there is
no retirement test for the receipt of a survivor's benefit,
the widow may be employed and still eontinueo receive
her widow's pension.
The orphan's pension (calculated in the :Same manner

as the widow's pension) amounts to 10 percent for a
partial orphan and 20 percent for a full orphan of the
total invalidity pension to which the insured father or
mother would have been eligible. The widow's benefit
(or widower if eligible) is, therefore, increased by onesixth for each child. In addition to the. orphan's pension,
the widow's pension is supplemented, the same as for the
benefit for each child
retirOlTICIkt pension,
equal to one-tenth of the last, 3 e r national earnings
average. In terms of the amount, this latter benefit is the
MOM important provision for orphans. It is estimated
that the average supplement for a dependent child represents 70 percent of the benefits for a total orphan and
50 percent for a partial orphan.
Like beneficiaries of retirement pensions, widows and
27
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their dependents are obligatorily affiliated with the
health insurance program. Their contributions are only
about two- thirds time regular rates, with the pension
hinds paying an equal amount on their behalf to the
health insunince hinds.
'rho situation regarding a widow's benefit. for. a divorced woman is one of time more controversial aspects
of the treatment of women in time West. German social

security system. The vulnerability of the uninsured
woman in the'event of divorce has been one of the chief
reasons behind the proposals for an independent pension
insurance for housewives.

lime regulations make no provision for a divorced
woman:to share in her former intslantd's retirement pension as long as he lives. When he dies, a divorced woman
can receive a widow's pension only if she was entitled

to receive alimony from the insured at the time of his
death. The widow's Pension for the divorced woman is
based on the number of years of marriage. When the
heshand remarries, the benefit is divided among the surviving widows according to the respective lengths of the
marriages. (The divorced widow must. however, have
been receiving support payments.)
A 1K1 proposal by the present government calls for a
very funuthunental change in the position of the spouses
in the event of divorce. The aint is to end the practice of
assigning responsibility for the breakup of the marriage
and to emphasize the independent status of the spouses
with regard to continuing financial support. following
divorce. These proposed changes in the divorce law have
implications for the status of the divorced women in the
pension system as well, and the government has, therefore, also included the divorced women in its pension
reform proposals.
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Proposed Reform of the Pension Program
The reform proposals of the government, known as
the "Arendt Proposals" (after the present. Minister of
Labor and Social Affairs) had been preceded by considerable public debate on alternative approaches .to the
pension problems of women. In 1969, the Technical Advisory Committee to the former ninistry of Family and
Youth presented a report which was widely discussed
and which has undoubtedly influenced the government's
plan.
The Technical Advisory Committee rejected the-alter-

native of inquoving the pension rights which the
%vellum derives from her insured husband. Their report
pointed Out that this approach would not solve the problem of combining rights gained from .employment with
those derived front -the husband. An even more impor-

tant objection, in their opinion, to this traditional approach was that it was not based on a recognition of the
value of the work of the housewife and mother, wlticli

should be equated more with the work of men and
women in employment.
Among their recommendations, which were based on
the concept of'"cotnnmunity property," Were the loll lowing proposed changes:

(1.) The retirement pension for a married couple

would be based on family rather than individual contribution ecords.Taking into account. periods before marriage, the pensions of -the husband and wife would be

combined, regardless of who had made the highest
contributions.
(2) Married persons would make a pension contribu-

tion based on their family income and circumstances.

if the woman remained at. home to care for children, she

would he credited with contributions paid by the penslim fund* but the husband would be required to pay
contributions on her behalf if she did not become employed a rter t itc children had left. home.

(3) In the event of divorce, each spouse would have
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the right to hill f the ContribUtions paid from the time of

marriage. The survivor's pedsion would be paid at the

same rate as for a single person, but the benefit for

younger widows without family responsibilities would

be discontinued.
These proposals were eritieized as being impractical,
since they would have required a vast struetural reform

of the pension insurance system. Moreover, the proposals raised 'certain issues which are, unlikely to be
easily resolved. For example, if the contributions for a
family were to be higher than those for a single person,
would the employer also be expected to pay the higher
contribution? The retirement benefit for it married couple would be higher than for a single person, but how
much higher-50 percent or as much as 80 percent.?

'rhe "Arendt. Proposals" are far less radical than
those of the Technical Advisory Committee and are
described even by their supporters as only the first
modest. steps toward an independent pension insurance
program for housewives. There are five.ma in points in

the government's pension reform plan, four of which
would have ti direct. impact. on the status of women.

Although the proposalsfirst made public in July
1971are still under discussion in Parliament and the
details concerning their implementation are not yet
known, the measures may be generally outlined as
follows:
(1) The most _widely known proposal concerns the

"flexible retirement age," which aims at en early re-_
tirement age of 63 after 35 years of coverage. This proposal is lesirelevant for women since they already- bene-

fit from an early retirement option at age 60.
(2) One of the most. significant points for women is
the proposal to credit an insured woman with an additional year of insurance for each child to whom she
gives birth. This is intended as partial compensation for
periods during which women drop out of employment.
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to care for children. It. is not. yet clear whether the year
of pension credit would be based on the insured MK/Millet; average Millings or oft a national average of wages

and salaries.,
(3) Another point which is not directed exclusively

at women, but which is relevant to their particular
problems, is the proposal to revalorizo the retirement
benefit of persons with 35 years of coverage but receiving very low pensions. What is involved is a recalcula-

tion of their contribution record if their average earn.
Mgt; were less than 711percent of the national average
of wages and salaries. Although the-requirement of 35
years of insurance will exclude many women, the beneficiaries of the reform would, nevertheless, include many
women retirees. A somewhat. different solution has been

urged by the (lermau Trade Union Confederation
(D.0.13.) which proposed the granting of a special
"hardship" allowance to women retirees whose earnings records are below the national average.
(4) In connection with the proposed changes in the
divorce law, the government is also proposing that, in
case of divorce, a pmsion right. should be split. For
example, if the husband has been insured under the
peasion program. but not-the wife, and the length of
their marriage and his pension coverage was the same,
-the wife would in the event, of divorce be entitled to
one-half of his contribution record. The husband would
have the possibility of repaying the contributions trans.

ferred to his former wife in order to rebuild his contribution record.
(5) Finally, the Arendt plan includes a proposal to
.

.

extend voluntary pension insurance to all nonemployed
women and to the wives and family members working

as ibmsolaried "helpers" in a family 'enterprise. The
level of contributions would be according to income, and

the insured would have the opportunity to pay retro31

active contribUtions for a certain lumber of years in
order to fulfill the minimum qualifying period of 15
years. It is estimated that over S million women between the ages of 16 and 65. would lie eligible to take
advantage of this voluntary pension hisuranee.'

Other Proposals
In concluding this section on the Federal Republic
.

of Germany, two additional proposals, one in the health
insuranco program and the other in work-injury insurance, should be mentioned since, if adopted, they would
have an important. hearing on the treatment. of women
in the social *security system.
The coalition government -has recently presented a
proposal, and a similar ono has already been made pub.
lie. by the opposition 'party (the _Christian Democratic

Union), which would permit the insured mother or
father to receive it cash sickness benefit, for a maximum
of 8 days, in order to care for a siek child. The replacement of lost earningS would be 00 percent during-the
8-day period. Such a provision 'would be Ini l't iC II la OS
beneficial for thcemployed Widow and divorced woman

who otherwise might find it difficult to arnttige for
someone to take care of nsiel: child.
In the work-injury insurance program, the opposition
potty has proposed the extension of obligatory insurance coverage to all nonemployed women between the

ages of 18 and 65. This is consistent with the policy
which has been pursued in recent. years to cover those
categories of the population which are not yet protected
against invalidity resulting from accidental injury. Ob-

ligatory coverage was extended in 1971' to include.
schoolchildren, including even .those in kindergartens.'
This latest propoSal to include nonemployed Women
would be another step toward the complete coverage of
the population.
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Part III.France
Tti E STATUS OF WOMEN under the French social
security system was a topic of considerable akenssion
last year during the preparation of the Sixth Plan for
Economic and Social Development. I n the final phis for

1971-75 adopted. by the Parliament, womenparticularly those with children at homewere singled 014 :18
Ono of the social eategories deserving special social' security-protection. Following very closely the recommen
(lotions of the Sixth Plan's Commission on Social Benefits, Parliament. legislated :1 series of amendments in

early 197id which will bring about several important
changes in the treatment of women under French social

seenrii,y regulations.' These changes reflect not only
France's continuing preoccupation with a pro-natalist
family policy but also a greater commitment toward
providing women with children a freer choice between
remaining at home and seeking employment.

Before examining the new amendments mentioned
above, it. would be useful to describe briefly the pension

situation of the woman who qualifies for an old-age
benefit on retirement. from employment and that of the
woman who receives a survivoes.benetit through. her .
deceased spouse.
i

1 Rapport dc la Cominission deo Prealuliona Socialea. CommisAdriat general do Mot 1970.

Old-Age Pensions
In Frt4 We. *there is no distinction between working
men and women with respect, to vont ribution ;111(1 I witetit

levels. Until very recently a worker had to be aged (10
with ;10 rears or coverage before he comitl receive a full
pettshin from the general system (regime yela9.4) which

covers most wage and Mary workers. The retirement
age remains 60, but tinder the- amended law -effective
- January l; 1072, the full pension will be granted after
311/2 years of coverage. Considering the longer period
of insured coverage, the amount of the old-age benefit
has been increased from 20 percent to 25 perce»t of tIVCF-

age earnings during the last In years of employment,
revalued to allow for monetary depreciation. The new
amendment also increases the old - shat. benefit. front 40
percent to 50 percent of average earnings up to a ceiling

if the worker delays retirement mail (35. 'This new
method of calculating pensions will become full); operative in 1075, but. until then an interim system will take

into account an increasing nninber of years of insured
coverage t until 37134.1 years are reached in 14.175,

.

'Since the amount of the old-age pension is doubled if
the worker waits until age itri to retire, it is not surprising that. most French workers, both men and women,
retire at 65.2 'However. it %%111 be mot e difficult, for women

with their generally shorter work records to benefit fully
front the inereasedbeneiits based on a minimum of 371/2
years of coverage. Beneficiary 'statistics for the general
system indicate that in 10 only 27 percent. of the men
contributed for 30 years or less, whereas 56 percent of
the women fell into this category.3
2 i n 1969. 69.13percent of the men arid 59.7 percent of the .wornen

who retired under the general system were aged 65. Supptdment
au bratetto roomed dc .veatistiquts soofales, AG, Ion:00ra 1971,

p. 111.

1144.:*p. 111.
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The most dramatic indication that women with their
shorter work records and lower earnings fare less well
than insured -men in the pension system is the heavy
representation of women among beneficiaries receiving
the Minimum benefit. In 1969, there were only 917 men
as opposed to 9,756 women whose pensions when calculated were brought up to the minimum level! Both
the mini Mid women workers in this category had been
covered for at least 15 years and were therefore eligible

to receive a pensiim rather than a reduced benefit
Artte). As one would expect., women are also very
heavily represented among those beneficiaries with less
than 15 years' coverage and receiving a reduced benefit.

The retiree tinder the French general system is entitled to receive a supplement for a dependent husband
or Wife. This supplement is very lowonly 50 francs a
year if the dependent spouse is underage 65 (60 in case
of invalidity) and a maximum of 1,950 francs a year if
over age 65.r' To qualify for this benefit, the dependent
spouse cannot have personal resources exceeding the animal amount of S.M.I.C., which is the guaranteed mini-

mum wage in industry and commerce. In December
1971, the anima 1 _S.M.I.C. amounted to 7,550 francs.
In addition to this supplement, there are two increases
for which a retiree may, be eligible that concern women

directly. A man or woman retiree is eligible for a 10L
percent increase ill the old-age benefit if either has raised'
at least. three children for; a specified period before their
16th birthdays. Moreover, the insured woman who has

raised at least two children for the specified period is
credited with um extra year of coverage for each child.
Both of these provisions clearly reflect the pro-natalist
policy.
:_.

"ibis minimum benefit is equal in'amount to thenoncontributory pension (allOGYiliOM ONZ areas hwvailicurig) grunted to certain workers Ineligible under the general systein.
4 One franc equaled about,20 U.S. cents.
...
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All retirees continue to he covered for health insurance bettelits. Although retirees must participate in the
cost of to
according to the stone fee. schedule
as before retirement, they are no longer required to pay
health insurance contributions. There is no provision
in the pension prognun for dependent children, since
the retiree continues to l'Oceil".e family allowances on
their behalf. 14'the--FreTneli*context; the family allowance benefits are enormously important not only in the
level of payments but also in their degree of specializa-

.

tion. Their importance for the female beneficiary in
particular will be discussed ntoro fully below.

Survivors' Benefits
_....... -Public attention in France has focused more on the
treatment of widows under the general system than on

the situation of retired women workers. One charaeteristic that sets the French old-age pension scheme
apart is that the French legislation provides no protection for the widow who has net reached retirement
age or who is not considered an invalid. In a recent
sociological study of French widows and their families,
the author, Carber-Mackiewicz, summed up the situation
in the following manner: "In France . . . widowhood

for those who have not attained retirement age has
never been considered as one of the social risks requiring
social insurance coverage in the same sense as.sickness,
invalidity, or old age. "" For the considerable number of
widows, with or without. children, who are under ago
65 (60 in case of invalidity) there are usually. only two

possibilities: Seek employment or rely on public assistance.

Under the general system, there are two survivors'
benefits which are very often confused. The reversion
"Nicole etirlier.Mackiewicz. tics Ventres et !curs families (fang

la koelcfr frau jourfrhai. eerie. 1971, p. 52.
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.pension is the regular widow Or widower's pension
granted at age 65 (60 if invalid) if the insured and
the survivor fulfill the necessary conditions. The other
pensionoften called the widow's pensionis actually
an invalidity pension granted to the' woman whose'hus.
band quail lied to receive an old-age or invalidity benefit

and who is herself on invalid. The latter benefit auto.
matically beconies an old-age pension when the. invalid

widow (or invalid widower as the case may be) turns
60 years old. The benefit level of both the reversion
pension' and the widow's invalidity' pension is 50 per.
-scent of the pension to which the insured was entitled.
As a percentage of the insured's pension, this is the low-

est, rate among the Common Market countries. However, the reversion pension and the widow's invalidity

pension cannot be less than a minimum which, on
October 1, 1972, amounted to 1,950 francs a year. Survivor beneficiaries are eligible for a 10percent increase
i n their benefit if they have raised at least three children.

As with the regular old-age pension, there is no provision for dependent. children, but the widow will continue to receive family allowance benefits.

Because the qualifying conditions for survivors' ben-

efits under the general system are rather restrictive,
French labor unions and various family-oriented associations have long been agitating for iMproVed benefits
for widows. The National Federation of Widows has
urged that the reversion pension be pi-ad at age. 50 re-

gardless of a widow's resources and that the rate of
50 percent to 60 percent..
the pension he increased'
The labor unions are also in favor of the rate increase
to 60 percent but argue that there- should !be no age
limitation on the receipt. of a reversion pension.
In response to these pressures, the government recently liberalized the qualifying conditions for a survivor's benefit. The most important change relates to
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the requirement that the spouse must have been dependent on the insured at the time of death. Under the
old law, a woman pursuing a career or compelled for
financial reasons to take up employment during the year

preceding her husband's death would he ineligible for

a survivor's benefit upon reaching retirement age if
her earnings at the husband's death exceeded 3,000
francs a. year. This income ceiling has been raised, effective Mardi 1, 1972, to the level of the guaranteed
minimum income (S.I%LLC.), which is currently 7,550
francs a year.
Also effective March 1,1972, are changes in the regulations concerning the age of the insured at marriage

and the required length of marriage before his death
or receipt of a pension. Previously, the marriage must

have taken place before the 60th birthday of the
insured and trust have lasted 2 years before his death
or retirement. The now regulations have dropped the
age requirement entirely, but the marriage must have
occurred either 2 years before retirement or 4 years be-

.

.....4.. 4

fore the death of the insured.

In addition to the two types of Survivors' benefits
derived from an insured person's eligibility for the regt
lar contributory old-age pension; the general, system

provides two widows' pensions which belong to the
noncontributory part of the scheme. A striking characteristic. of France's old-age pension system is the juxtaposition of contributory and noncontributory benefits
within the general system. The noncontributory bene-

fits provide a, minimum level of protection to certain
categories of .workers and their dependents who failed
to qualify under the contributory pension prognim. Although these benefits are menus - tested, it would be mis-

leading to label them as public assistance, since the
recipient must have shown an attachment to the labor

I
3

for and ail benefit costa arts financed from contributions to the general system.

The widow of a worker who qualified for the noncontributory oldage pension (allocation awv view travilIcars) will receive an annuity known as the secoura
viayer. However, her income must not exceed 5,350
francs a year. She is entitled to 50 percent of her husband's pension with an annual minim= of 1,950 francs.
Another noncontributory old-age pension is reserved.
for the spouse of a wage or salary worker who has raised

at least five °Michell. The' qualifying conditions are
somewhat more liberal than those for the moan viager,
since the woman may be widowed, separated, abandoned, or even divorced. The means test and the amount
of the benefit arc the same as for secours Wager. While
this pension is undoubtedly meant as'a reward for pro-

ducing a large family and can even be viewed as a
compensation for a housewife's work, it is important to
remember that eligibility is derived primarily from the
insured husband rather than from any automatic right
.
accorded to the woman.
A widow receiving any of these survivors' benefits is
also eligible to receive supplementat:y benefits from the
National Solidarity Fund if her Annual resources do not
exceed 5,350 francs for a single person or 8,025 francs if
she has dependents. These supplementary benefits, like
the noncontributory pensions; 'are financed from contributions paid to the general system. The amount of the
supplementary benefits was fixed at 1,900 francs a year
in October 1972; when-added to the minimum pension
benefit of 1.950 francs, this yields as guaranteed minimum revenge of 3,850francs. That this minimum is still
far from satisfactory in the view of many beneficiarie.,
is clear when one recalls that wage and salary. workers

are guaranteed an annual minimum income of 7,550
francs.
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'The qualifying conditions for survivors' benefits

under Frame's other statutory pension programs
Railway Workers Insurance, Farmers Pension, and the
program for the self-employed tire generally the same
as those for the general system. Rut nonstatutory cemplonientary systems tend to be more liberal. granting
-'idows' pensions at age 50, or. immediately in case of
inialidity 'and when there are two or more dependent
children. The complementary pension programs timidly
grant a widow's pension equal to 00 percent of the pension the insured would have received and an 01)111111'S
Pension amounting front -20 to 30 percent.
The benefit situation for survivors in France is therefor: extremely complex. Depending on her age and fam-

ily responsibilities, a widow can begin drawing a pension from a complementary pension fund 15 years before
she can receive one front the general system. Meanwhile,
she may be eligible, for various family allowance benefits and. depending on her personal resources, for public

assistance payments to bring her total income up to a
mininatunlevel. When she finally begitis to receive one
of the contriblitory or noncontributory survivor's pensions from the general system at age 05, her pension may

be supplemented with a means-tested benefit from the
National Solidarity Fund. That this many-layered
system has.not solved the problem of poverty among
widows, both the aged and those with dependent children, is evident from the continuing concern in France
for the plight of widows.

Family Allowances and the Woman Beneficiary
Compared witlt the, old-age pension program, far
more important and original developments concerning
the treatment of women as social security beneficiaries

are occurring in the family allowance branch. In response to several recommendations niade during the
40
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preparation of the Sixth Plan, a series of amendments.
was passed that included a reform of the single-wage
allowance, the institution of day care allowances, and a
major innovation that will provide obligatory old-age
pension coverage for certain housewives.
These amendments. along with the new orphan allowance adopted, at the end of 1070, constitute what many

observers judge to be a turning point, in the family
allowance program. There is a marked Movement,
from the concept, that family allowances should operate

primarily to compensate parents for "the expense of
raising children. With the passage of these new amend-

ments, it is clear that the government has chosen to
respond to certain probleins, particularly those faced by
mothers with children at home, by creating more specialised allowances.
This shift in policy also entails the introduction, on a
much broader basis, of the means- testing of benefits.
The practice of "modulating," to use the French ex pres.sion, the amount of 'family allowances according to a
family income is a controversial issue between the fam-

ily allowance funds and the government. While the
funds have reluctantly accepted the principle of means-

testing for some of the specialized benefits (orphan
allowance; single -wage allowance, day care allowance,
and pensions for housewives), they may be expected to
continue to defend vigorously the practice of universal
benefits for the regular family allowances.

Single-wage allowance. --The most important step
toward the "modulation" of benefits according to family

income is contained in the reform of the single-wage.
allowance (allocation de rodaire'unique) which became
effective' July 1972.
The single-wage allowance Was conceived as &supple-

mentary benefit to be paid in addition to the regular. _....
family allowance in order te; encourage women to re41.

main at home with their children. Until the recent
change, it was granted to all families, without reference to their resources, with at least one child and only
one wage or salary income. All widows whose ituabands
had insured status before death are also eligible for the
single-wage allowance. A single woman. either tmult.ried.or divorced, who has a child and is employed bene

fits from this allowance. The unmarried or divorced
mother who is not employed, however; is not eligible.
The single-wage allowance can represent an appreciable benefit for families of low or modest income. For
exiunple, for the family with two children --ono being
less than 2 years oldthe single-wage allowance actually donbleS the amount of family sillowances received

by the family (single-wage allowance-9725 francs a
mouth ; family allowance-91.41 francs it month). It is
also an important benefit for widows with dependent
children. Until the adoption of an orphan's allowance,
the single-wage allowance as well' as the regular family
allowance was the only type of benefit a widow tinder
age $1 received as a right. In her study on the condition of widows, Nicole- Carlier-Maekiewicz found that
7 percent of the widows surveyed had no income except

the singlewage allowance and the family allowance:
Leaving aside. for the moment the question whether
the allowance is an important factor in deterring women

from taking up employment, it should be pointed out
that a very large proportion of families receiving family allowances also receive the singlewage allowance.
The National Family Allowance Fund reported that 72
percent of families with two children receiving family
allowances in 1970 also received the single-wage allow-

ance.* This indicates that the labor-market participa7 Nicole Carlier-Mackiewicz, hes Vegives et terms females dates

laocidtd d'aujourd'hoei, p. 59.

lifitotiAtique*./970, Caisse Nationate des Allocation* faint.

bates, p. 61.
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Lion of Freueh women with children at home remains
limited.

Whether this situation 'is due to the influence of the
single-wage allowance is very controversial since the
level of this allowance has lagged far behind the upward movement of earnings.' The result. has been a par adoxical situation in which women of low-income families lose the-right. to receive the allowance when they

take up employment- while women of higher, income
families continue to receive the allowance (so long as
they do not. work) without, regard to their actual need.
As of mid-1972 the implementing provisions for the
reform of the single-.wage allowance had not yet, been
decreed. Rut the law of January 3, 1972, spells out the
general principle that the allowance will henceforth be
granted only if the family 'income does not exceed at
certain ceiling, taking into.acconnt, the age ari number
of dependent children. Moreover, when the income of
n family falls below a certain amount, which also takes
into account. the age and number of children, its singlewage allowance- will be increased. Within this general
statement, of intent, the government, has considerable
latitude to decree who will continue to be eligible in
the future to. receive the single-wage allowance. To head

off a very nnfavorable reaction, the government, will
almost, certainly decide not to suppress this benefit entirely for the bulk of French families. On the basis of
the parliamentary debate and press reports, the singlewage allowance will probably no longer be, paid. to'famdies with a net annual income exceeding 2:3,000 francs
plus an additional 5,800 francs for each dependent child.
°During the period 1956-68, the index of the average single-

wage allowance went from 100 to 127.3 while the index of Aver-

age earnings for the same period jumped to 270.4 and that of
the regular (ninny allowances to 212.8. Source: IA: aalaire indtrect et to couvertativ des besoin# sociatv by G. Spitaels,.D.
Marie, S. Lambert, G. Lefever°, Vol. III. p. 153.
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The allowance. is to Ini doubled from the present monthly .

benefit of approximately 97 to 194 francs for families
with a net littnual Mame of less than 8,200 francs with
an extra 2,000 francs of allowable income for each child.
For most families, however, the 71110W1111Ce Will remain

tn:hangedat least in the near future.
In view of the high level of the proposed 'income'
,

!

toiling for the suppression of the allowance, the government is.moving rather cautiously in introducing .an income ceiling for the single-wage allowance. And even

though the benefit for low-incoMe families is to be
dbled, the proposed allowance of 200 francs as month
is far less than the guaranteed minimum monthly wage.
It remains questionable, therefore, whether the amended
allowance will actually exercise a greater influence over
the decision of a woman to remain at home or become
iiriFkialy
:-The reform marks, however, what is clearly
,

only the first step in transforming the single-wage
allowance from a universal benefit into a benefit intended primarily for families of low and modest in-.

comes. The. future evolution of the single-wage allowance and its influence on' the status of women in the
French social security system will be closely related,

--moreover, to the development of another family allowance benefit --day care allowances.

,

Day care alloovanees.Of the new family-allowance
measures which became effective in 'July 1972, the creation of a clay care allowance was the most controversial.

While very few would deny the desirability of paying
such an allowance, it is the ambiguity concerning the
basic objectives of the family, allowance program raised

by the introduction of a day care allowance that has
been widely discussed. On the one hand, women are encouraged through the single-wage allowance to remain

at home nlith their children. On the other hand, they
may now be compensated, under certain conditions, for
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the cost of day care when they take up employment.
What. is involved here is the debate concerning whether
more women ought to be encouraged to work because of
what is emtsidered by many to be an unfavorable bal-

ance between the aetive and the inactive population.
Of course, this position runs counter to the traditional
family-oriented policy of encouraging families to have
more children and of emphasizing the irtherent values
of the mothers presence at. 1101kle, The government, in

proposing a day care allowance, has not adopted an
explicit policy of urging women to work. Instead it has
explained the now allowance as part of the effort. to ease
some of the constraints w hieh often prevent. %%outlet t with

children -front working.

The implementing decrees have not yet been published, but the law itself spells out that the day care
allowance Will be paid to the family in which the mother

works as well as to the one-parent family. There is no
provision in the law for the payment. of an allowance
when only 01113 spouse WOrk.6i but the other Spouse is in-

capable of caring for the children, The am ant of the
allowance itself will take into account the following
factors: (1) Age of the children, (2) resources of the
family, (3) the actual cost of day care for the children,
(t) and the type or establishment in which the children
are placed. On the basis of available reports, the day
care allowance will amount to 10-1-frants a day for
each child.
Before judging the importance of the now allocation,
it. is necessary to know how many families in a position
to benefit from a day care allowance will be excluded by
the income ceiling. If the eligible families are limited
(as was proposed as a possible solution by the gorernnient) to those families not paying income tax. the number of recipients will be sharply restricted. Of course,

the liability for taxation depends On the number of
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dependents as well as several other factors involved in
the calculation of taxes, but the combined incomes of
two wage earners would in most eases make them liable
.
for taxation.
.
Another interesting point concerning the level of the
income ceiling for the day care allowance is its relationship to the income ceiling which will be employed in the
payment of the increased single-wage allowance. The
family allowance funds have made public theiir concern

that the income ceiling for the receipt of a clay care
allowance should not he higher than that used for the
increased single-wage allowance. Such a situation
'ivould, of course, further qualify the effectiveness of the

single-wage allowance as an instrument ofi!the pronatalist family policy.
il
During the preparatory work for the Sixth) Plan, an
ad hoe committee on family policy proposeil another
benefit to be financed out of the fatally allowance funds.
Although the measure never reached the stage; of a par-

liamentary bill, it is nevertheless of interestparticularly since a similar proposal is under consideration in
West Germany. It was proposed that a special benefit he
paid to mothers who must be absent from work in order

to care for a sick- child. The mother would receive the
allowance only after presenting a doctor's certificate. It
was argued that such an allowance would be particularly helpful for these mothers who must depend on day
ca re facilities.''
.
Penaion. coverage for the housewife. --The last of the
new amendments to the family allowance law is ;undoubtedly the most innovative. It provides obligatory
pension coverage under the general system for women
who receive the increased single -wag allowance. Although the ad h,-.)e committee on family policy proposed
.

*For more details: eoneeruhig this proposal see the "Rapport
du (troupe Poillique Ffuniligie." C.A.F. No. 4, 1911, p. 20,
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that all women receiving ,the single-wage allowance
should be covered, the present law will -include only
those women of low-income families eligible for the
increase in the single-wage allowance.
The .,,ontributions will-be paid to the old.age pension
prOgr:int of the general system OH behalf of the women
to he covered by the family allowance funds. The con.
tribiltion level will be calculated on the basis of a thee.
retical salary equal to the current level of the minimum

wage (S.M.I.C.). To be eligible for a pension, the
woman mast be coered for at least 15 years, which is
the regular requirement Under the general system, If the

woman cannot continue to ham her contributions paid
by the family allowance fund either due to the age of
her children Or resources exceeding the income ceiling,

she will have the option to insure voluntarily.
While supporting the right of the housewife to an
old.age pension in her own right, the family allowance
funds have criticized the mode of financing which they
feel can be viewed' as it disguised subsidy to the oldage .
pension program. What is particularly objectionable to
the funnily allowance funds is that Choy must begin
paying contributions to the pension fund in 1972, although the first beneficiaries will itot be eligible for a
pension or several years. 'the family allowance funds
would have preferred to reimburse the pension program
for the cost of the old-age benefits for housewives when'they are actually paid to the beneficiaries.
The financing of this new benefit for housewives, as
well as the new day care allowance. improved housing
allowances. and the orphan's allowance, presents no int. -_mediateproblem. The family allowance funds have consistently 'shown a budget surplus for the past several
years. Although the -rate of the family, allowance, contribution, which is paid only by the employee. has been
gradually reduced from the postwar level of 16 percent
47
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to the present 10.5 percent, the funds have continued to
surplus,, because family allowances have

act:matte

not been- permitted to ,keop pace with increases- in
earnings.

Another criticism raised by the family allowance
funds and by other observers concerning the pension for

housewives is that there is at present no provision for
coordinating the housewife's pension with a survivor's
benefit. However, like the reform of single-wage allowance, this ttew pension is undoubtedly the first step in
establishing a more comprehensive program. The ad hoc
committee on family policy has already suggested that.
as ti part of the creation of a new.'.'soeial standard for
women," the housewife's pension should be extended to
mothers whose family responsibilities
taring for a
handicapped child) make it extremely difficult for them
to work outside the home.

Orphan's allowance.After several. years of study,
the law instituting an orphan's allowance was finally
enacted in December 1070. This benefit, financed- and
administered by the family allowance funds, is already
being paid to eligible recipients. With, this passage of
this law, an important gap has been filled in the social
security systent by iiroviding protection, other than the
regular family allowance for orphans, and by providing
the widow with additional resources to care for dependent children.

Since the law defines an orphan very broadly, the
eligibility requirement is, in this sense, very liberal.
Basically, any child who haslost either both parents or
only one, parent qualifies for the benefit. The definition
of an orphan also in4ludes the situation in which a child

has ono of his parents absent at least 4 years and theparent has been-recognized by the courts as absent. For
The purpose of the orphan's allowance, the child of an
unmarried mother is also recognized as having the same.
48.
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status as an orphan mid is eligible for the benefit.. The

latter measure will provide more security for the un-46mployectuumintrried. mother in -particulnr, ',rho, unlike

a widow, is not eligible for the singlewage allowance
i f she is not. employed.

The monthly benefit amount for the child who has
lost. both parents is currently IN francs and for a child
with only one parent., 62 francs. There is no test of resources for the full orphan. But if the resources of the
parent of a partial orphan exceed the minimum taxable
income, the benefit will be loseThe means-testing of the
orphans benefit for the one parent family was strongly
opposed by the representatives of the family allowance
funds as inconsistent with the role of family allowances
as a menus of compensating child-raising costs for all
fatuities with dependent children.
The orphan's allowance can be paid simultaneously

with all the other family allowance benefits (regular
family allowance, single-wage allowance, housing allowances, etc.). but it is discontinued when the parent of
a partial orphan remarries.

*eternity benefits.lit view of France's longstanding
preoccupation with the low birth rate, it is hardly surprising to find that the French system provides for very
generous maternity benefits.

In the family. allowance branch. there are two important benefits related to maternity: the prenatal allowance and the maternity allowance. The prenatal
allowance. which is unique aumong the countries studied,

is paid during the'.,) months preceding the child's birth
and is currently,fn francs a month. There is no requirement that the woman must. have had insured status; the
benefit is paid to any woman, married or unmarried,
who is declared pregnant. The only requirement is that
the woman must undergo three medical examinations
during the pregnancy. If the woman delays the medical
.40

examination, she lases part of the benefit, ,which attests
to the public health motivation of this allowance.
The maternity allowance4s paid in two installments,
one at. the time of birth and the other 6 months later if
the child is still alive and dependent on the parents. The

level of the maternity allowance, which is currently
1,080 francs for each birth, is the highest among the
emu axles studied. An interesting aspect of the maternity
allowance is that the births must occur within prescribed

lapses of time. For example, the first birth must take
place within the first 2 years of marriage m before the
mother readies 215. For the following births, each must

occur within 3 years of the preceding birth. Again,
the pro-mmtalist orientation is clearly reflected in the
regulations.
With regard to maternity benefits, it should be men-

tioned here that the working woman is also entitled to
a benefit. from maternity insurance, which is admin-

istered by the health insurance fund. In addition to
covering the*ntedical expenses, the maternity insurance
pays a maternity benefit equal to 90 percent of earnings

up to a, ceiling. The current maximum benefit is 49
francs a. day payable for it total of 14 weeks (in theory,

6 weeks before the birth and 8 weeks after). The
maternity benefitwhich is paid entirely from the employer's health insurance contributionWas increased to
its present, rate of 90 percent in January 1971 from 50
percent, which is the rate of time regular cash sickness
benefit. The ad hoc committee on family policy for the
Sixth -Plan also urged that the benefit be improved so
that the wonta-t faced with health problems either for
-*herself or her baby could have her maternity leaie extended, with payments continuing up to a. maximum of
1 year. This proposal assumed that family allowance.

funds would be -used to help finance, the improved
benefit.
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Social Security Benefits and the Divorced Woman
A less known aspect of the tretttnient of women tinder

social secUity regulations i's the Situation of the:di.;
VOreed %will:Maud her dependenteltildren.
As mentioned earlier, the widow in Trance who is the

recipient of a survivor's benefit enjoys atitomatie health

insurance coverage. The widow who has not reached
retirement age continues to be covered for only 1 year
after the death of her husband, after which time she
may opt for voluntary affiliation. However, the divorced
woman who is not already covered through employment

loses her right to health insurance coverage from the
day the divorce becomes effective unless she :titillates vol-

untarily, The children of the divorced woman continue

to be affiliated through the father if he has insured
status.
In the case of pensions, the widow who benefits from
a survivor's benefit loses her benefit
nPon

remarriage.. This is less generousthan
than in the other
Common Market. countries where the indemnity upon
remarriage equals 1 to 5 years of,payments. If divorce
or widowhood occurs after remarriage, the woman may
regain her pension rights.
_

If at the time Of the husband's death there is both
a surviving widow and a divorced wife from a previous
marriage who was dependent. on the deceased, the survivor's benefit is divided between the two according to
the years of marriage. However, the portion received
by the widow cannot be:less titan half the pension.
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Part IV.Great Britain
ONE OF THE MOST interesting countries from the
standpoint of social security protection for women is
Great. Britain. Several countries, like Great, Britain,
provide retirement benefits at. different ages for men
,

and women, and some require women to pay their con-

tributions at a different rate than men. However, the
special characteristic of the British National Insurance
Scheme is it sffistinet ions regarding the level of benefits

and the coverage of different, risks for the employed
Married woman.

The British social security system may be unique in
offering the employed married woman the option of
paying contributions to qualify for benefits on her own
insurance or electing not to pay contributions and to rely

on her husbataies insurance for a smaller range of
benefits as a dependent.. Moreover, the married woman
who drops out of employment can continue to pay contributions in order to maintain her own insurance record.
'1'llis provision has particularly important consequences
for old-age pension rights.
The. British regulations' seem to offer the woman a
choice between independent insurance and insurance as

a dependenta choice which is lacking in moist other
national systems. Nevertheless, the question is being
raised whether this special treatment of the married
woman is, in fact, the advantage it purports to be; When
the Beveridge Plan was adopted, there was widespread
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acceptance of the %.iewpoint that most married women
would, despite periods of employment, continue to be
tkependent on their huskands for support.

With the increasing number of married women in
the labor Force today, assumptions concerning the role
of the ivife as a dependent. are being re-examincd. For
example, the criticism has been made that it is hardly
fair for the woman who has been working for most of
her adult. life to wait until her husband also retires in
order to receive the flat-rate pension benefit. Moreover,
the right to give up independent insurance coverage can
have very negative consequences, particularly with re-

gard to pension rights for the woman in the event of
divorce. The assumption that the woman is, in fact, the
dependent, of her husband is also reflected in the differential unemployment and cash sickness benefits for
married women, a situation which is often criticized as
being the most obvious example of unequal treatment,
It would ho misleading to say that the treatment of
women under the social security system is the major
social security issue in Britain today. What has been
a nissue there for SOMA' years is the continuing debate
concerning the direction the National Insurance Scheme
should take in the future in order to achieve higher ben-

efits for all recipients. This debate involves various
viewpoints on what. emphasis should be placed on flatrate benefits, earnings-related benefits, and the occupational pension schemes. The proposals made by the La-

hour and Conservative. governments to reform the.
National Insurance Scheme have dealt with the status of women, but only as one of the issues in the larger
question of social security reform'.

In order to understand the reforin proposals as well
as the special position of employed married women, a
brief outline will be given of the social security sys54

-

tem, including 1111! Supplementary benefits and family
a I Iowa nee programs.

Components of tfie Social Security "Scheme

National t 1141101110f Ifrenctits.--The general scheme
provides, upon the ftilfillment of certain contribution
conditions, flat-rate benefits .for_ unemployment, sickness. maternity, retirement, invalidity, and widowhood.
The current. rate for all of these benefits is £6 a week.
An earnings-related supplement is payable in addition
to the flat-rate unemployment, sickness, or widow's ben-

efit if the insured has earnings of at least. £450 a year
and was therefore liable to pay graduated contributions.
An earnings-related pension may be earned by paying
graduated eontriutions to supplement. the flat -rote retirement pension. There are, moreover, provisions for
increases in the ilat-rate retirement pension for each
year that I he insured man defers retirement beyond the
normal retirement 'ago of 65 up to age 70, and for the
insured woman beyond the retirement age of 60 up to
age 65. There is a retirement. test. in order to qualify
for an old-age pension. but under the British system
the test is no longer applied after age 70 for a' mats and
age 65 fora woman.

The National insurance Scheme covers virtually the
entire population over the minimum school-leaving age
(normally 15 years old), but. the level of benefits mid
the eoverage of certain risks depend on the insurance

Blass to which the person belongs. The benefits for
each of the three classes (employed, self-employed, and
non.emplo.ved) vary as can be seen from the following
ehart :
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Closzt I -employed

Unemployment
oenetit.
Sickness benefit

Invalidity benefit
\Internity allowance

Nlaternity grant

Widow's benefit _

(lit:mantes allowance.
Child's special allowance.
Retirement pension_

1./eatt grant..
Injury benefit_

tams

I I ___sra...111 ',toyed

--nownialoyeut

Flat-rate sickness
hellcat.
Invalidity benefit
Ntutcrrtit y allow-

ance.

Maternity gram Alaternity grant.

Widow's. benefit.Guardian's :1111PW-

illleo.

Child's special
allowanee.
Retirement
pension.
Death grant._

-

Widow's benefit.
Cuardian's allowance.
Child's special
allowance.

Retirement
pension.
Death grant.

1)isablcinent benefit

Industrial death
benefit.

Tho entire adult- population is required, with a. few
vxceptions, to pay a fla -rate contribution. The chief
exceptions to this requirement are women receiving a
widow's benefit and married women, employed or not,
who opt not. to 'pay contributions and who are consequently insured through their husbands. Benefit entitlement depends on the contribution record. Unless con-

tributions have actually been paid or. credited for a.
period of sickness or unemployment, benefits may be
reduced or not paid at all.
The rates for flat-rate contributions vary not only by

insurance class but also by sex. The current contribution rate for an employed 111M1 (Glass I) is 88 pence, a
week, for an employed woman 88 pence- a week. (U.S.
$1----40 pence; 21-100 pence.) The justification for the
lower contribution paid by women has always been that
benefits received by women do not usually involve dependent's supplements and that men should contribute
toward the cost-of a widow's pension.
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The contention is often yoked that, in spite of the
lower contribution rate or women, the fiat-rate contribution represents a heavier burden for women than
for insured men because of their lower average earnings. There is no doubt that women's average earnings
ore lower than men's; in fact, the gap is larger in Great
13ritain than in the other European countries included
in this report,1 Although women make. lower contributions than men; the old-age, sickness, unemployment,
and work-injury benefits received by single women ate
the same as those received by their male counterparts.

In the case of married women maintaining their own
insurance records, the tilliOlint8 of sickness and unemployment. benefits are less than those for male workers.

flowerer. where the benefits for men and women are
equal, the replaeement. rate for working women is undoubtedly higher thnll for men, given the lower average
earnings of women.

In contrast to the, lower Ilat-rate contributions for
women, the working woman's contribution for the graduated old-age pension, which is eninpulsory for all work-

ing women, is higher than the mn's. Again the' differential rate is based on actuarial considerations, since
women drat w their pensions 5'yestra earlier than men-and

tend to live longer following retirement. To receive a
216 penteoiweek gradilated addition to a pension, a
woman must contribute a unit of 29 while a male worker

contributes only t1.50. Assuming that they both earn
'If average hourly earnings iu metalworking industries are

taken as an 11411(401ot], the earnings of French women eMplosees hi this sector.represented 82 percent of male Ce neingii in
19,08 in Belgium, wftinett's earnings were about 72 percent ; and

in Germans. 70 percent of-ntale earnings in this sector. The
c0tnparable figure for -Women in tuctalwnrking industries in
Great Britain wits 50 percent in 1061. GRoiploi

dcR fcttitnes Ct
xett prottlend'A daps Sc: Oats totembrcR tie to comoionaute:,curopecone, CoOtIottodoit des Comotatidottes Ettropecottict 11)72, pp.

167-11g4.

-
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the same weekly wage of tI4, it. takes the woman 7.3
weeks or about 30 percent longer to earn a graduated
benefit of 2I, pence while it takes the mail only 5.6
weeks. One should not, however, overestimate the importance of the graduated pension benefits iii the total
retirement. benefit. The graduated portion of the retirement benefit was instituted in 1961; of new pensions
awarded in 1970, only 23 percent contained a graduated
add ition.=

.

It would also be misleading to conclude that these
basic Hat-rate benefits plus the earnings-related supplementary benefits give the complete picture concerning
the social security protection of women under the National Insurance Scheme. There is another component,

the means-tested supplementary benefits program,
which is particularly important for women beneficiaries.
Supplementary tienefite.The supplementary benefits
program provides means-tested benefits (supplementary .
pensions to persons of pensionable age and supplementary allowances to persons below the pensionable age)

if the resources of the recipient do not exceed certain
prescribed amounts depending on his age, family yesponsibilities, etc., and if he is not engaged in full-time
employment. Included in a persOn's income for the test
of resources are any National Insurance benefits, including old-age pensions and family allowances, that he may
be receiving. There is a rather small disregard of earn-

ings from employment of 22 a week for each 'family
member. The standard supplementary benefits paid at
the beginning of 1972 were 29.45 a week for a couple
and 25.80 a week for a person living alone. Almost all
pensioners receiving supplementary benefits also receive

automatically the "long-term addition" of '50 pence a
week, and if the recipient is not living in his own home
' Annual Report. Department of Health and Social Security.

1910, p.319.
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or with relatives, there is a rent allowance which in 1970
averaged latent .)!Si
a week. This compares with the

flat-rate 'National insurance pension benefit of 29.70
pence a week for a couple (which includes the 0.70
increase for a clepcndent spouse) and t6 a week for a
single person. If the rent allowaney and the long-term
addition are included, there is a di &rem* of at least 22
between the means-tested supplementary benefits and
the regular flat-rate retirement pension.

At the end of 1970, approximately 27 percent of
National Insurance retirement, beneficiaries and 16 percent of widows' benefit recipients were also receiving
supplementary benefits, Sixty-nine percent of all supplementary benefit recipients in 1970 wives over the pen-

sionable lige; within that category, by far the largest
group of recipients aro women. Of the 1,902,000 supplementary pensioners. 1.3.25#00 were women.3

Among the supplementary benefit recipients under
the pensionable age, women are again heavily represented. After benefits paid to the sick and disabled, the
next largest category is made up of women with depend-

ent chi Idrenwidows, separated or deserted wives, and
unmarried mothers.
Obviously, women constitute the real "dependents" of
the supplementary benefits program. The. unification of
.

the contributory social insurance program and the
means-tested assistance program under a single national
.

administration has served to point out that the actual

needs of the woman are often very much the same
whether she is a widowed mother receiving at survivor's
benefit or a separated, deserted, or unmarried mother on

public assistance. The similarity of the problems of
women with dependent children and their hen vy reliance
on income-maintenanee programs has been 'recognized
in Britain. In 1969 ft special cotnmittee was appointed to
Ibid.; p. 93.
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examine what provisions. including social security
measures, should
made especially for the one-parent.
family. The recommendations of the committee are expected to be issued before the end of 1971
In the meantime; a new component. added to the social

security system will be particularly important for the
one-parent family. The Family income Supplements
nn, which was adopted in 1:970, provides help to
low-income families who cannot qualify under the supplementary benefits program because the breadwinner is
in full-time employment. The new plogratn
benefit
the two-parent family as well bat. many working moth-

ers who are either deserted, separated, or unmarried
will now be eligible for a supplementary benefit. However, the new piogrant is not. expected-to have much of
an impact. on widows with dependent children unless the
mother is unemployed. Widows with dependent children

can receive their National Insiirance widow's benefit
whether or not they work. With earnings from full-time
work and benefits combined (including family allowances when eligible), most widows are expected to have
incomes above the level at. which the family income supplement is payable.
In 1971, the maximum allowable income was set 0118

a week for a family with one child plus £ a week for
each additional child. The maximum family income sapplemelit was fixed at gi a week .4

Fandly allowances.--As in West Germany, family allowances have always constituted one of the less important components in the British social security system.
In terms of the level of the allowances, they have never

represented a very large pi.oportion'of total family inc:oliw, except for the very lingo families. When family
In 1972. Ulu maximum amount of 'aikowable, income for a

single-child family %vas raised in £20 a week, and the maXinimn
benek was set at £5 a week.
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allowances were raised in L968, it was only the third
increase since the introduction of the program in .190,
Furthermore, the argument that higher earnings rather
than higher tainily allowances is the to
way of
helping families has consistently been supported. particularly by the trade unions.

According to the law, family allowances II re PIM
to tint Iti00101' of the family. The allowances are financed

out of general revenue funds and do not depend on the

payment of contributions to the National Insurance
Seismic. Payment of an allowance begins with the second child. who is entitled to 90 pence a week. plus an
additional pound a week for the third and each subse(pieta. child.

Family allowances in Great. Britain arc subject. to
income tax. They are not. strictly speaking, meanstested benefits, but since 1908 the benefits Inure been
roughly graduated i1. ri,iatioti to the resources of the
family through the introduction of the "elawback
What, is involved is a reduction, through taxa(ion, in the amount. of the family allowttnee benefit iv:twiny received if the family income is high enough to
be liable for taxation. Thus, fatnilies paying income tax
at the standard rate currently derive no net benefit from
the.hierease of 50 pence a week for each child which was
adopted in 1!)(8.
As the clawback principle. would indicate, discussion

in Grimt lIt utaiii concerning the proper orientation of
the family allowance program has centered around the
alternatives of giving higher benefits to all families with
children or only to those families in the lower income
brackets. The latest development in this continning, debate is the tax-credit proposal made public by the Conserrative government. in March -107& A ithough only the
broad outlines of the proposals are known as this point,

the plan, if adopted, would replace family allowances
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(and in most, cases the family income supplement) with

tax credits, regardless of whether the recipient was
liable to pay income tax. The credits for children would
normally be set oil against the tax payable. But where
the credit was greater than the tax, Which would be the
case for those in the loti'est income braeltets, the diger.

once would be paid us an addition to earnings. Of
course, the important question is at what, level the credit,

for children would be fixed. In announcing the taxcredit plain, the government estimated that the tax
credits for children, married couples, and single persons
would be fixed at, a level high enough to reduce substantially the ntimber of persons currently receiving supple.
mentary benefits.

Married Women and National Insurance
The employed married woman.The vast majority
of working married women in Great Britain exorcise
their option not to pay contributions on their own insurance record but to be covered through their husband's

insurance. Of nearly 5 million married women covered

by National Insurance in IVO, less. than 1.2 million
chose to maintain their own independent insnrsinee.5
Moreover, very feW married women who leave employment. volunteer to continue, paying contributions as a
nonetuployed person. There were only 200,000 married
women making such contributions in 1070.°
For the employed married woman, the decision not to
pay full flat-rate contributions means that- she is entitled
to a smaller range of benefits. For example, she is no
longer eligible to receive either the ihtt-rate benefits or
earninp-related supplements in case of sickness or nnemployment. She is still eligible to receive a maternity
grant (4 hunp-scorn award of .t2ii) on her husband's
5 Ann Nat Report, 1970, p. 308.

° Ibid.
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insurance but-Cannot qualify for the, maternity allowance (£0 a week for 18 weeks) to help compensate for
lost earnings. The employed married woman's decision
to be covered through her husband's jasmine° does not,
however, :alrect her coverage for work-injury benefits,
for which she must continue paying contributions. The
married woman gives up her right to a fiat-rate invalid:
ity benefit when she is covered through her husband's
insurance.

The decision also affects her entitlement to a retire
ment pension. If she deckles not to pay contributions on

her own insurance record, the woman must wait until
her husband retires at age 65 and draws his retirementpension. to this case, the husband receives his flat-rate
pension of £6 to week plus an additional £3.70 for his
spouse, provided that she has also retired from regular
employment. If the husband has reached retirement age
but his wi fe is under 60, he can receive the increase on
his retirement penSion for his wife, provided that she is
not employed or receiving a, retirement pension on her
own insurance.

....

.

The married woman who has qualified on her own
insurance record can draw .a fiat-rate pension as soon
AS she reaches age 60 and has retired from regular em-

ployment, regardless of her husband's age or work
status. The standard rate of her retirement pension is
also .C6 a week. If the woman qualifies on her own pension and also on her husband's insurance, she cannot be
paid both benefits but will receive whichever is the more
favorable-. Such a situation arises particularly when the
woman's own contribution record permits her to qualify

only for a reduced benefit. In this case, she might-be
better oft receiving the benefit of £3.70 a week as a de
pendent wife.

A frequently heard criticism concerning the treatment *of married women is that they "lose" their pen68

sion contributions made before marriage or before they
opted to be covered through their husband's insurance.
In other words, there is no system of either getting back
or preserving previous contributions to the fhtt-rate pen.
sion program.
Another major criticism is that the employed married
woman who maintains her own insurance record does
not. receive an unemployment or sickness benefit on the
same basis as the employed single woman or employed
man. While -the standinvl unemployment and sickness
benefit is t6 a week, the married woman receives .0.20
s week. Again, it is the view of the woman as &dependent, even though she may be in full -time employment,
which is behind this lower benefit: Although the working wife cannot receive the standard unemployment or
sickness benefit, site does receive a- supplement (as a
Haan does for his dependents) added to her benefit if

her husband is incapable of working. As in the other
countries surveyed in this report., there is no provision
for a dependent's supplementif an able-bodied husband
chooses to remain at home to carry out the household
duties.

'idow:to' benelits.-1n contrast to the treatment of
working married. women, widows receive a mote liberal
level of benefits and a greater variety of provisions affect their social security status.
There are four types of widows' benefits: (1) widow's
allowance, (2) widow's supplementary allowance,

(3) widowed mother's allowance, and (4) the widow's
pension..

The widow who is tinder age 60 or whose husband
was not yet retired at the time of his death receives the
weekly fiat-rate widow's allowance during the first 26
. 7 The government, line, however, reeentls proposed ale amendment Mach won:it enable women responsible for tlie.tnipport of
a disabled Iii band to receive Me nneniptoyment and stekneS*8
benefit at the standard rate,
..
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weeks of widowhood. Tin! standard rate is £8.40 a week.

If there an) dependent children in the family, the widow's allowance is supplemented as follows: For the lirst
child, .C2.95 a week; for the second child, 22.05 a week;
and for each subsequent. child, 21.95 a week. In addition
to these increases, family allowances are payable.
A. woman who qualities for the widow's allowance May
also receive the widow's supplementary allowance if her
husband's earnings were at. least, 2450 a year. The supplementary allowance is related to average weekly earnings, the maximum allowance being RD a week if the
husband's earnings averaged 230 or more a. week.
Following the end of the 26-week period for the widow's allowance, the widow with one or more dependent
illative!' can receive a widowed mother's allowance. The
standard rate is CO a week, to which are-added supple-

ments for children at the same rates as those for the
widow's allowance. The widow alto continues to receive
fancily a I Iowan 'vs.

When there art' 110 longer any dependent children in
the family, the widowed mother's allowance stops and,.
depending on her age, she may begin receiving the regular widow's pension. To qualify, the widow must be at
least age 40 when her husband died or when she was
no longer entitled to the widowed mother's allowance.
Be fore April 1071, a widow did not receive the regular
widow's Pension if she was under -age 50 or if she had
not been married at least. 3 years,before the death of
her husband. In 1071, the :1-year marriage test was abol-

ished and an age related widow's pension was instituted for widows- between the ages of 40 and 50. At age

40, the widow receives 30 percent of the full pension
(21.80 a week), and there is a 7-percent. increase for
catch year until- the full pension (26 per week) is granted

if-she is age 50 at. the time of her husband's death,

The rate of I he widow's pension under age 50 depends on the widow's age at the relevant time; it does
not. increase with age. If the widow is receiving less
than the sta uda rd. retirement pension of £6 a week, her

benefit will be increased to this amount when she
reaches the retirement age of 60. In addition to the
flat-rate widow's benefit, the widow is entitled to remkt 'at age 00 half of dub. graduated pension which her
husband had earned. She may also get any graduated
pension for which she has paid contributions.

Aiwidow can: continue to receive her benefit even
though she is regularly employed: Moreover, if it would
be to her advantage to qualify for a retirement pension
on her own insurance, she is permitted, in order to sat-

isfy the contribution conditions, to substitute her deceased husband's yearly average of flat-rate contributions for her own flat-rate contribution record for the
years be fore his death. If the widow remarries, payment
of any widow's benefit is discontinued.
There is no pension provision for widowers under the

National Insurance. Scheme. If the widower cannot
qualify for a retiretneut benefit. in his own right, he
must rely on the means-tested supplementary pension
benefit.

The divorced woma.The widow's pension can normally be paid only to a woman who was the lawful wife
at the time of the husband's death. Therefore, the divorced woman cannot derive a. widow's pension from
her former husband. If the woman is divorced after age
60, she can begin immediately to receive aretirement
pension on her husband's insurance as if he had died on
the date the divorce became final. This is a considerable
advantage. The divorced woman, whether her foiiner
husband has retired or not, receives in this case the
higher vac, not the lower one paid to the uninsured wife
of a retirement pensioner.
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If a divorced woman was entitled to child maintenance payments from her former husband at the time
of his death, she may meive ite child's special allowance, This allowance amount's to a 95 n week, including
the family allowance benefit, for each child.
According to the pension rant% tproposed by the Conservative government, arrangements are being made to

extend to the divorced woman the right that a widow
has to use her former husband's contribution record if
this would improve her own retirement pension.

Proposals for Pension'Reform
In the background of the public debate over pension.

reform is the fact that alt increasing number of Pensioners have become dependent on the means-tested sup-

plementary benefits program. The diletnuta that has
faced successive governments in Great Britain is that
adequate fiat-rate pensions cannot continue to be financed by flat rate contributions without severely penalizing low-ittren lb earners. In fact, the present flat-rate

benefits are financed to an increasing extent by the
earnings-related contributions. 'Flue policy for several
years has been to help those categories of the population
most in need through the supplementary benefits pro-

gram rather titan increasing flat-rate benefits for the
entire eligible population.

Both the tabour Party's National Superannuation
proposal 'and the Conservative Party's "Strategy for
Pensions" place a heavy emphasis on the necessity to
shift from a system of flat-rate contributions to oite of
warnings - recited contributions.8 Under the Labour
Party's proposed reform all contributions and benefits
°The Labour Party proposals, are contained in "Xational
Superannuation and Social In
Department of Health

and Social Security, January 1069. Mid those of the Conservative

Party in "Strategy for Pensions," Department of Health and
Social Security, September 1971.
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- mould be related to each insured person's earnings.
.

This moans that low-paid wonien would pay lower contributions, but they might also, of course, receive' lower
benefits. The proposal did, however, include the recommendation that the pension formula should provide it.

higher rate of earnings replacement for low-income
earners.
In the "new deal for women" proposed. by the Labour
Party, women would contribute on the same basis as men
and earn corresponding benefits. Married women would

no longer have the option not to pay full National Insurance contributions. The rates for sickness and mem_..........

ploymen benefits for a married woman ...mild be the
same as those for single inch and women with the same
Val ming&

The Labour Party plan offered the married women at
choice between alternative methods of calculating her
retirement pension: (1) a- pension based ou her own
it.VCIT4g0 earnings, or (2) if it would be inore favorable

to her, a fiat-rate pension on her husband's record plus
1111 earnings-related addition of 21S percent of her own
average earnings.
The widow over age 60 would receive the same pension

as her husband was reeeiviug or had earned when he
died. Nonemployed married women with no children
and mothers without .preschool children would be requiredto make contributions in order to be eligible for
invalidity and retirement benefits. Retirement pensions
for a couple would be calculated on the basis of the con-

tributions which have been paid by both the husband.
and wife.
.
Since the Labour Party did not have the opportunity
toenact its pension reform proposal before its election
defeat in 19TO, there is no indication as to how the level
of contribution to be paid by tlie.nonemployed housewife would have been fixed or how the combined hus-
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.m...m.....,

band-wife retirement pension would have beetu
calculated.
Prom the standpoint of the treatment. of women, the

reform proposals of the present Conservative government offer far fewer changes in the existing system. As
wider the National Superannuation Scheme, contributions would be. earnings related, but under the Conservative Patty's State Basic SCIWthe?.benelits would
COIltitilie to be flat -rate. According to the government'8,

"Strategy for Pensions," the feasibility of abandoning
the contributory insurance system in favor of a taxbased scheme was examined. It was rejected, however,
largely because ninny more women would receivehigher

benefits under' a system not dependent on individual
emitribution records than under the existing system. For
example. working married women who presently qualify

through their husbands for a lower. pension benefit
would !wenn le entitled to an equal benefit.' Moreover, the

same married women would become eligible for unem-

ployment and sickness benefits, which they do not
presently receive if they are covered through their huslinters insurance.
Thus., the government's proposal recommends that,
even under an earnings- related 4:011611)10MT system,
married women should continue to have the choice of
not paying full Kational Insurance contributions.
Widows' benefits would be payable nuclei. the same conditions as in the present system, and the flat -rate retire-*
meat benefits would continue to be paid at. levels considerably lower than those for supplementary benefits.
The new scheme would terminate the graduated pension progrOln. anti major emphasis would be placed on
occupational pension schemes to 'provide adequate incomes for retirement. This heavy reliance on occupational sdienies constitutes the most significant feature
regarding the treatment. of women in the government's
69.

reform proposals. All employees would be equired to
belong to an earnings-related pension through a recognized iniployer-sponsored occupational scheme or to
eontribute to the State Reserve Scheme, which would
cover all employed persons not. members of an occupational scheme. Although the requirements which occu-

pational schemes would have to meet, in order to he
recognized have not yet. been finalized, it. is clear that
tin% government's standards would directly affect the
treatment of women as dependents and as employees.
"t' OC example, all occupational schemes would be required

to pay at widow's benefit, which is currently not the
_practice in many, schemes, equal to half the husband's
pension rate. The widow's benefit would hare to be paid
us a pension if the husband dies in retirement, but the
scheme would have the option of paying a lump-sum
benefit if he dies before retirement.
For the woman employee, the occupational pension
schemes would be permitted to pay a loWer minimum
pension benefit than for a male employee, because of her
earlier retirement age and greater longevity. Moi.eover,
occupational pension schemes would not be expected to
pay a retirement benefit equivalent to a male employee's
if the scheme gives the woman coverage for her dependents in the event of death.
The provisions for the State Reserve Scheme arcs also
highly significant for women, since, if adopted, a very
large number?of female employees would find themselvescovered by this scheme. Under present. arrangements, many employed women find themselves excluded
from membership in an employer-sponsored occupational pension scheme through either age or length-ofemployment. requirements. Although it. is difficult to
obtain an exact. estimate, approximately 54 percent of

all male wage and salary earners are members of an
*occupational pension scheme, while only about 26 per-
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cent of female workers are eover'ed"'.lthhe proposals cow

eerning the State Reserve &hem make it quite clear
that. the scheme would be more modest. than the regular

oecupational pension schemes. In the words of the report, "It is in no way intended as or rival to occupational
schemes or a substitute for their expansion."'" The Reserve Scheme would b entirely rIlltdCd oil the basis of
employeremployee contributions and would not receive

any subsidy from the State. Unlike the occupational
schemeS. the State Reserve Schemne would not. be re- ,"
(piked to guarantee its pensions against rises in the cost

of living. it would. however, pay bonuses out of its
investment. income.

,.

As in the occupational pension schemes, the Reserve
Scheme would pay a lower retirement benefit to %%men
than to men. According to the hypothetical calculations
given in the report. "Strategy for Pensions," a titan who
enters the scheme at: age 35 and retires after 30 years of
coverage with average weekly earnings of £20 would
earn a pension of £4.1 a week. A woman, however, with
30 years of coverage-after age 30 and average, weekly
earnings of £90 would receive a pension of £3.3 a week."
Again according to the calculations given in the government's report, assuming that real earnings rise by 3 percent. a year. the woman who enters the State Reserve
Scheme at age 91 and retires after 30 years of c,Ontrilmon with average weekly earnings of.220 a week would
receive a pension representing only 14 percent of her
earnings at retirement. As one would expect, the gov"Equal Pay," The Sunday Timm London, November 21, 1971,
P. 05.
"? "Strategy for Pensions;," Ir. 9.
" /hid_ p. U2.
.I.
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ornment's pension reform proposal has been criticized
on the grounds that, even after the addition of the flatrate pension benefit to the Reserve Scheme pension, the
problem of poverty and reliance on supplementary benefits for ninny pensioners would continuo to persist.
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Part V.The United States
SOCIAL SECURITY PROVISIONS have been
*May scrutinized in recent years by those concerned
about the treatment of women under all public programs. So Me aspects of the old-age, survivor, disability

and- health insurance (OAS1)11) programgenerally
called social security in the United Stateshave come
under 'novelising attack as unfair' to world ng wive&
Ironically, some aspects have been characterized as
favoring women.
Understanding of the detailed structure as well as the

general objectives of the system is essential if various
proposals for modifying family protection or the position of working wives under the system are to be pioperly assessed. This paper sketches' the program's purposes, evolution and general scope.' The emphasis is on
those provisions that differ, or appear to differ, in their
itnpaet on men and women.- These include the current
1 The U.S. stui1 takes into accouut legislation enacted July 1,
1072, iust after completion, of this chapter, and the Social Security Amendments of 1072* (Public Law 92-603) enacted October 80, 1972. Jane .Ceccarelli provided the detailed information
on Provisious related to women throughout the program's his-

tory. The characteristics of OASDHI are fully detailed else-

where. Sec Social Security Programs in the United Stales (January 1973,edition), U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Social Security Administration, Washington, D.C., for
background information on all the major income-maintenance
- programs in the United States. For a tabular compilation of the
OASDHI provisions, see the Annual Statistical Supplement to
the Social Security Bulletin published by the Office of Research
and Statistics, Social Security Administration.
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benefit status of women as workers and as dependents,
the frequency and size of benefit payments, and the ex-,
tent to which a woman's dependents draw benefits on
her record. Finally, the more controversial provisions
and certain proposed modifications are noted.

Scope and Evolution
The OASDRt program provides monthly cash benefits to workers and their dependents to replace it portion
of earnings lost became of retirement, death, or severe
disability. Since mid1966 it has also provided hospital
nod voluntary medical insurance beginning at age 65.

As the basic income-maintenance program for the
United States, social security helps support more thanI in '8 Americans, or 28 Minion people.
Under the original Social Security Act of 1935, the
program was limited.to protection 'for wage and salary
workers in industry and commerce against loss of income by retirement at age 65 or later. Coverage was
gradually expanded; now more than- 9 in 10 persons
in paid employment, including the self-employed, are
covered.

Social security contributions on earnings up to a
specified maximumJpiiid by employees, employers and
the self-employed, Nance the cash benefits and hospital insurance. For 1979 the tax rate is 5.2 percent for
employees and employers alike and 7.5 percent for the.
self-employed (with 0.6 percent allocated for hospital

insurance in each case). on covered earnings up to
$9,000,4 (Median earnings in covered employment are
approaching $5,000perhaps $6,500 for men, $3,000 for

,,,,,,,;

';':'''

a Beginning January 1073. the rates are 5.85 percent each for
employers and employees and 8.0 percent for the self-employed
(with 1.0 percent allocated for hospital insurance in each ease).

The contribution and benefit rate rises to $10,800 in 1973. to
$12,000 in 1974. and will be increased automatically thereafter
as wages rise.
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women.) Working women owe subject to the same tax
provisions as working men. Their benefit rights as workers are also similar.

Bevefito for orkers.Cash benefits for an insured
worker are based on his average earnings in employment

covered under social security. Retirement benefits are
now generally based on post-1950 animal earnings, minus the lowest 5 years, averaged up tthe year a worker
attains retirement ago (62 for women and for men 65
up to the present, 62 in 1975 or later). In calculating
Survivor or disability benefits, the worker's covered
earnings after 1950 (or the year age 21 is attained, if
later) are averaged up to the year of death or disability,
minus the low 5 years. Earnings covered before' 1951
may be included in the average if it is to the worker's
advantage.
lhider the present law, a person will eventually need
at least 10 years (40 calendar quarters) of creditable
work to meet the length-of-service requirement for retirement benefitsthat. is, to earn fully insured status.
When coverage was extended to major new groups in
the 1950's, the law was.amended so that workers near
retirement age could become insured within a shortlime
(a minimum of 6 quarters of coverage). This privilege
of such a "new start" was made available to all work,

ers with covered employment after 1950.
The work requirement was reduced ( from one-half of

the elapsed quarters to one-third in 1960 and to onefourth in 1961), so that now one quarter of coverage As
needed for each year after 1950 and before the year of
death or age 62 for women, age, 65 for men. Thus, for
example, a man retiring at age 65 in 1972 needs 21 quarters and a woman needs 18 quarters: The 1972 amendments provide that age 62 will also be used for men who
reach that age in 1975 or later.

Transitional insured status with a; small flat benefit
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was provided in 1965 fur people 72 or older with three
to five quarters of coveragt. The next year special bonefits were extended to certain people aged 72 and over
(or reaching that age before 1972) who could not meet
even these minimal work requirements.

For disability benefits, coverage requirements are
more stringent. The. individual must have worked in
half the quarters during the 10 years immediately prior
to disability or, if under age 31, in half the elapsed quarters since fide inment of age 21:

The benefit formula is weighted to provide a larger
earnings replacement for low earnings. The nominal
earnings replacement rate of the primary insurance
amount (PIA) for retired or disabled. workers ranges
from over 100 percent of taxable earnings for those with
less than $126 in aver* monthly earnings to 55 percent

for those now retiring at age 65 with the maximum
creditable earnings.' (In relation to earnings immediately before retimenent, the replacement rate may be
much lower.)
Effective January 1973, a special minimum benefit is
.

payable to workers with '20 or more years of covered
employment (to be computed by multiplying $8.50 by
the nutnberof such years between 10 and 30), if higher
than the regular benefit would be. The largest minimum
benefit payable is $170 for a worker retiring at age 65
after 30 years of covered work.
The soda? security provisions enacted July 1, 1972,

provide that, in the future, benefits will rise automatically as prices rise. The first automatic' increase will
be effective January 1975 if the Consumer Price Index
(CPI) increases at least 3 percent from thc_third quarter 1972 to the second quarter 1974, find annually there6 Maiming ileptember 1972. the formula yields It replacement
rate of about eleven-tenths of the first $1.1.0 enthed, plus roughly
tvotiftlts of the next $140. about one-fourth of the next $100.
and otte-tifth of the last $250.
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after, unless a general benefit increase is enacted or
becomes law in that calendar year.
Family protectian.7--As early as 1939 the Social Security Act was amended to strengthen protection -fOr
families by providing benefits for the dependents and
survivors of insured workers. In an attempt. to avoid
detailed investigations of fnmily financial 'relationships,
it was decided to base dependency determinations on the

then generally accepted presumption that a man is responsible for the support of his wife and children.
In. line with this presumption, benefits based on the
work record of eretired or deceased worker were first

provided to children under age 18 and to, a wife or
widow aged 65 or older.4 Widows under 65 with entitled
chi ld ren-i n-thei r-care-were -a iso -el igible-for-benefits.

Amendments in MO provided comparable benefits to

mothers of entitled children upon the retirement of
their husbands or the death of a divorced husband.
With enactment of disability insurance for workers
aged 50-64 in 1956 and its extension to young workers
in 1960, the dependents of disabled workers were given
the same benefit rights as dependents of retired workeri.

In the early years of the prognu children's benefits
were payable on the earnings record of a working moth-

er without a. husband, but they were not available to

children of a working wife when her husband was
present. Nor were benefits payable to the husband or
widower of a working wife. This was changed' as a result of amendments in 1950 and 1967. Benefits are now
payable to children upon the death, disability or retire-

ment. of their mothers under the same conditions as
when the father's support is lost. Initially, children
`Weenie were also Provided for a deceased worker's parents
if they were the only stirrivers and could Niao% they had been

dependent on the worker at the time of death, i.e., receiving
mute Oulu half their support from the worker.
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were deemed dependent if they were 'under age 18. Enactment of disability insurance, however, extended ben-

elks to disabled children aged 18 and over if the disability had started before age 18 and they were otherwise
eligible In 1965 family protection was improved by
continuing benefits for children up to age 22 while they
attend school full time. A num is now eligible for a benefit as a dependent husband or widower if his wife has
been providing at least half of his support.
In an effort to improve the adequacy of benefits for
survivors,, the amount for a survivor child was raised in
1000from 50 percent of the PTA to 75 percent. The
next year, the benefits for widows, widowers and parents of deceased workers were raised by 10 percent from
75 percent of the PIA to $21/2 percentJot.the_widowed
who had been receiving benefits this meant an increase

from 50 percent to 55 percent ,of the benefit that had
been payable to a married couple entitled at age 65.
Effective January 1973, the benefit. for widows and
dependent widowers whose. benefits start at age 65 or
later will be 100 percent of the retirement benefits their
deceased spouses t7ould now be receiving if they were
still alive. Those who claim benefits before age 65 will
have them reduced, but the amounts will not be less than
821/2 percent of the spouse', retirement benefit.

Monthly amounts nowlitiyable to individual dependents thus vary from '50-percent of the PIA for the spouse
or child of a beneficiary to 75 percent for the child of an
insured worker who dies and 100 percent for a widoW if
not reduced because of an early claim. Maximum total
benefits for a family vary between 150 percent and -188
percent, of the PIA.

The family protection built into the social security
program, along with the increasing labor force partici*Beginning 1973, eligibility is extended to children disabled
before age 22.
-
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patiOn.of women, has resulted in an increasing number
of women who approach retirement ago with overlap-

ping: benefit credits as 'dependents of their husbands
and as retired workers in their own right. A woman who

simultaneously qualifies for a retired worker's benefit
and ii wi fe's or widow's benefit is generally entitled first
to lice own benefit, and then, if the dependent's benefit is

larger, to a supplement equal to the difference in
amounts. In effect, she receives the larger of the two
benefits but retains her status as a retired worker. Thus,

her own benefit is predicated on her own retirement,
while her dependent wife's benefit is payable only if
both she and her husband are retired.

Early retirement bene,P.Ip 1956, women became
--,--eligible-forheftelits-as-carlras-age-62,--withihe.benefitsfor women workers and wives reduced to take account
of the longer period over which they would be paid'
This change, too, grew out of a desire to increase family

protection. The "early retirement" provision was designed to ease the financial strain on a married couple

when the husband retired itt age 65 or soon after.
Because a woman is characteristically several years
younger than her husband, most couples previously had
to manage on one benefit during his first years in retire
inent. It was quickly ;decided, however, that the same
option would have to be provided to Women workers
(including noranarried women) and, without a reduction, to widows whose situation was considered one of
pa rticular hardship.
Only 5 years later, the eligibility age for menvas also
.
reduced to age 62partly as an economiest i mulant The
:MUM actuarial reduction was applied, but the benefit
computation point was ant then reduced from age 65 to
For bentlits claimed at age 02, the actuarial reductiott is 20
percent for workers and 25 percent for wives. with. proportionately less reduction ns age approaches 65.
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age 62 as it had 1)4;4 for women. The 1072 amendments

provide that the cot iputaion point forli men born after
.1912 will also be lig,.
'i
In 1065, widows were made eligible for benefits at ages

60-61 if they accepted an actuarial reduction.' Two
years later, redticed benefits were authorized for disabled widows and dependent .widowers as early as age
50. Starting in 1973, dependent widowers are likeWise
eligible for reduced benefits at ages 60-61.

Th4 Program in Action
Abort 13.8 million woineif (out of a total of 23 million
adult beneficiaries) were receiving social security beneWS at the end of 1971about half of them on the basis
___.

-....1-of-tlieir-owii-work, the-other-half_as_wives..or-widows_
(table -1). For December 1071, their social security
cheeks a veraged jlist over 8100.. A nother 400,000 women
were on the rolls as spedial becieficaries under the 1966
provision that. made benCfits available to certain persons

72 and older who". were not insured; December 1971
cheeks averaged less than $45. Effective September 1072,

all benefits were raised at. least 20 percent above the
levels shown in this chapter. The increase for beneficiaries whose original benefits were actuarially reduced is
greater than the 20 percent designated in the 1m -it.?

Nearly half a million persons on the social security
rolls are either dependents of women beneficiaries or
survivors of insured women workers. Of this group,
child beneficiaries, accounted for all but about 12,000
who were entitled as dependent. husbands and dependent
widowers.
Individuals with actuarially reduced benefits received more
titan the statutory increase because an across-the-board percentage increase in benefits is applied to the unreduced rather
than redticed benefit, and the amount of the increase is reduced,
if at all, only to take account of the beneficiary's age on the date
of the increase.
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TABLE 1. --Social security- benefits paid to women and tilleir dependents; December 1971
,

Monthly benefits ;bald to women'

Women beneficiaries with benefits

in current-payment status

Type Of beeielleittrY

Number Percent of l'ercenialle
Total
Percent of l'ercentage
amount
distri(in thoutotal
distiltotal
hution
sands)
(in millions)
bution

Total_

14, 246

52.2

Women beneficiaries
Workers 3

13; 775
6, 447
.3, 975

2 59.9
41. 4

45 3

472

28. 6
99. 8

3. 3

Retired _

Disabled

Dependents and survivors
Wives

Widows and mothers
Special age-72 beneficiaries

Dependents and survivors of insured
women
Children
Dependent husbands and widowers

6,924

3, 000
3, 924
404
471
459
12

42.9
99.7

99.9
85.6

4.2

10. 7
. q-

1 Effective September 1072, benefit amounts were increased 20 percent.
1 Calculated as percent of benefits for men and women beneficiaries.
3 Women receiving dual benefits ore counted as workers.
OD

100; 0

$1, 418

46.4

100.0

96 7

1, 390
738
679
59
633
198
435

2 50. 6
:35.4

98. 0
52. 0

4. 1

24. 4

99. 7

14. 0

42 0
48.6
21. 1

27 5

2g
3. 3
:3:2
1

99.9

47.9

44.6

mount

$100. 90
114. 40
11'3.60
124. SO

91.40

(16.00

99.9
85.7

30.6
1. 4

4.5. 20

28
28

3.0

10

1

.1

1. 9
.1

60. 40
60. 00
75. 10

19 .

.

36.9

Average

8. 6

110.80

Aggregate payments to all types of women beneficiaries and to their dependents or survivors accounted
for 46 percent of ell monthly social security benefits paid
in Decentlxw 1971; such beneficiaries accounted for 52

percent of the total number on the rolls. The disparity
reflects women's lower earnings, their more frequent
()Wilts .of reduced early retirement t benefits, the large
number of women drawing dependents' benefits at some
fraction of the amount payable to insured workers, and

their preponderance among the special age-72 beneficiaries. The importance of dependents' provisions for
women, both now and in the future,, is suggested by
the fact that during the last few years women represented 38 percent of the workers with covered earnings

--and-the...social-security-taxes_they_paid_accounted for
about 27 percent of the taxes collected from workers and
the see f-employed.

The number and composition of women receiving,
benefits under the social security system hnye changed
dramatically during the post two decades. The increasing employment of women will undoubtedly bring more
changes in the future. Some highlights of developmeks-%
to date are reported below.'
Benefits forlooPking women.--The number of women
receiving benefits as retired workers multiplied twentyfold between 1950 and 1971 (table 2), while the number
of retired men beneficiaries rose less than sixfold. This
reflects the larger number of women entering the rolls
before age 65, but most important the steady growth
since the late thirties in the labor-force participation of
womenparticularly married women.
More than 4 in 10 retired Workers drawing social seenritybenefits at the end of 1971 were women; they numbered '6 million. Another half a million women were
drawing disabled-worker benefits; they accounted for
nearly 3 in 10 among the 1.6 million workers under age
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65' recCir lug benefits becauso of severe disability. The

lower proportion of women receiving disability benefits

reflects the fact that women less often than men have
the substantial, recent. work in covered employment that

is required for such benefits. It seems likely also that
they less often work in hazardous occupations and industries. Abont 60 percent of tbe women retirees on the
roils in December 1971, compared to barely 40 percent

of the men, had elected an actuarial reduction to obtain benefits before age 65.

During the past two decades the average benefit paid.
to retired women represeuted.75-80 percent of the average paid to retired men (table 8). This ratio is considerably more favorable to women than the average
earnings ratio for the sex groups,8 largely Vocalise the

formula for computing benefits is designed Wi'ililiiii--a much higher proportion of the first $110 of-earnings
than of higher earnings.
Because the benefit amount earned by women is often

very small, about 1 in 6 of the retired women at the
end of 1971 was dually entitled and receiving a supple-

mentary benefit as a wife or *widowmore often as a.
widow. (The benefit amounts shown for retired women
workers in tables 1 and 8 include these supplements.) It
is estimated that the aggregate supplement in December
1971 probably accounted for roughly 5 percent of the
aggregate amount recorded for retired 'women.
Only women workers whose own benefit is small qual-

ify for a supplement. The monthly benefit amount of
more-than two-thirds of the married women who were
dually entitled: at the end of 1070 was at the statutory
minimum or lower because of an actuarial reduction.
Among widows the corresponding proportion was about
' Average earnings of women are only about 60 Percent of
those of men for full-time year-round Jobs and less than half of
earnings when Pfirt-time jobs and irregular work are fneluded.
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TABLE 2, Women receiving social security benefits, by type Of beneficiary, 1950-71
TYPe of beneticiery

Number with benefits In tUrrearpaym*ht status at end et year
(in thousands)
I
1950

Total
Women worker beneficiaries

Retired
Not reduced
Reduced because claimed before age 65

-

1955

1960

1965

1970

1971

1, 305

3, 418

7, 281

10, 198

13, 257

13, 775

302
302
302

1, 222
1, 222
1, 222

2, 944
2, 843

4, 530
4, 276
2, 192

6, 447
5, 975
2, 371
3, 604
472

949
99

2, 083

254

6, 085
5, 661
2, 352
3, 309
424

2, 331
165

2, 795

2, 943

3, 000

57

57

111

169
164

168
241

266

r

Disabled_

Wires of beneficiaries
With beneficiaiy child in bercare
Husband retired
Husband disabled

I

508
9
9

1, 182

1, 896

55

332

409

439
173

Without children (aged (2 and over) '
111:band retired
Not reduced
Reduced because claimed btifore age 65
lite:band disabled
Widows of insured wori.ers

With benelicia4 child in her care 2
Without children
Aged 60 nod over'

499 i

499 '

1, 125
1, 125

1

2, 533

V

1. 116
1, 316
29

1,630

1, 943
401
1, 542
1, 542

2, 840
472
2, 369
2, 369

3,224
3, 175
49

3, 698
535
3, 363
3, 307
57

33

33

27

44;

771

;
1

484 I
169
314 i

2, 463
2, 434

2, 166
2, 144
I, 373

992
292
700

;

Disabled aged 50=62

Mothers of i.nsured workers

t2!

Special age-72 beneficiaries

i
I

t Before 195. aged 6S slid over.
2 includes survivicat divorced wivea (t.666) at end of 1971.
Before ta56. aged GS and over: from lad to 161, aged trf and over.

a

22

2, 561
2, 516
826

2,492

862

.

1,690
45

42

3, 747
523

455

.

404

half. The. December 1971 supplement for women retir-

ees probably averaged close to $17 if they were married and $41 if they were widowed, increasing their
own benefit by 215 percent and 54 percent, respectively.
According to the Social Security AdminiStration's Sur-

vey of New Beneficiaries .(1963-70)1 many married
women claim retifement benefifsat age 09 or Soon them

after while their husbands couttnue working. When
their husbands retire, the income'of the couple mildly
drops sharply, but her, individual benefit may be increased by a supplement based on his earnings record.
Wives' and widows' benefits.Despite the steep climb
in the number of retired women beneficiaries, about half
the aged women receiving benefits at the end of 1971
were entitled only_on their lutsbatnrs_carnings reords.
This is testimony to the value of the social security pro.
visions for family protection.° The number of ivi fe and
widowbencticiaries entitled on account of age exceeded
2.5 million and :3.3 million, respectively,, at the end of
1971. The sevenfold rise over their number in 1950 is
attributable to several factors: the "new start" provision, the reduction hi eligibility age-for benefits, and the
growth-in the population of aged women.
The number of yoUnger women receiving benefits be-

cattle they had entitled children in their care totaled
barely million in December 1971, about 1 for every 6
aged wife and widow beneficiaries. More than 530,000

of them were young widows. Perhaps another 80,000
could have received benefits if th6ir earnings had beenlower. Remarriage of some Widowed Mothers. has been
made easier because the benefits of their children continue even. though hers am terminated if she remarries.
°The number receiving survivor benefits on the death of a
working son or 'laughter is so mall. relative in widows. that
such beneficiaries are not diseus.sed separately here.
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TABLE 3.--Sovi Id security benefits paid to retired and
disabled workers anti to selected types of dependents,
by sex,.December 1971
Number with

Type of beneficiary

Wanton

Retired workers
..
Full
Reduced

.

berretlta in current -1. .. ,.
Average motablY
payment Straw
(W thowatuls)
benefit ananhol
Aten

Women

Alen

5,975 7,950 $113.60 $146.10
2, 371 4, 877
126.20
156.40
3, 604

3, 073

105. 30

129. 80

472

1, 176

124. 80

155. 20

Aged wives and husbands... _ 2, 561
Pull
833
Reduced
1. 728

9
7
2

69.60

Aged widows and widowers_ 3, 307

3

113. 60

64. 00
67. 30
54. 90
.
105. 10

Disabled workers

.

79. 70
64. 60

Full.,-_-...-....-----------...--2,-643--c._3_113.,30_105. 10
Reduced

664

114. 60

Although children of retired workers were eligible
for benefits from the beginning of the program, it was
not until 1950 that the wives of retired men were made
eligible for benefits for-the care of entitled children.
Only about 170,000 married women were receiving such
a. benefit at the end of 1971. Another 30,000 women could
have received the benefit if it were not for their own or

their husbands' earnings.
Men on the disability benefit rolls are of course more
likely than retired men to have .children under age 18,
and consequently.the young wife's benefit was relatively
more important to their families. Almost one-fourth of
the men receiving disability benefits (some 270,000) had

wives entitled to benefits because they had children in
their care who Nyere.tntiped on the 'work record of the
disabled father.
Benefits for toomeles dependents.At the end of 1971,
fewer than 9,000 men were drawing benefits as depend87

ent husbands (less than the number a decade earlier)
and only slightly. more than 3,000 dependent widowers
were on the rolls. These figures are not surprising since
most men who are not disabled do work and earn more
than hal f their own support.

With children the situation is different. As 1971
ended, 400,000or more than one-tenth of all child beneficiarieswere Neel v ing benefits on their mother's work

record (table 4). Their number had increased nearly
fivefold since 1960, while the total number of children
entitled on their father's record doubled.
A major portion of the increase. in number of children
entitled on their mother's account resulted from did 1907
provision eliminating the requirement of recent covered
work for tkran,Rther. Extensions of benefits to the disabled-tit the liitri'950's and to'stude`nts iti 1965.were also
important.
. Children of working women who died before reaching
retirement age accounted for almost three-fouiths of the
460,000 child beneficidries on the rolls in December 1971;
*children of women entitled to disability benefits repre-

sented alrutonelfifth Because women rarely bear a
child after age 40, few retired women have entitled ehil\dren arid most of those are older than age 18 (disabled
or students aged 18-21).
Child's) benefits based on a mother's orw±m;;t1 r;lrf..xxi

are perhaps most important when tire. ;Iitildren have no
father. They are also very valuable, however, when her
husband* survives her at
must employ someone to
help care for the thildr.i and the home.
1

Differing EffectsSome Issues
Complaints of discrimination against women appear
to stern mainly from t lie provision that. a married woman

who has worked in employment covered under social
Sicnrity sitsy draw a benefit at age 02 or later based
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TABLE 4.- Children receiving p;ocial security benefits based on mother's earnings and men
receiving such benefits as dependents of women workers, by type of beneficiary, 1950-71
1

Beneficiaries with benefits in current-payment status at end of year
(in thousands)
i

Type of beneficiary

1950

1955

1960

I

1965

1971

197 0

_.

Child beneficiaries

i

NumbCr

Percent of all child beneficiaries

,

ntitled because of mothene.

9, 986

44, 881

1. 4

3. 5

l82, 603
'5. 9

416, 320

459, 396

10. 1

10.7

.
1

Death
Retirement

II, 901

85

Disability 1
Age:

96, 264
4. 8

- ...........

Under 18
18 and over, disabled before age 18 I
18-21, students 3

44, 456
416

80, 762
10, 689

130, 548
16, 837

35,118

308, 167
25, 507
82, 646

336, 204
27, 266
95, 926

.85, 761

151, 062
20, 132
11, 409

337, 716
29, 605
48, 999

370, 967
31, 474
56, 955

4,813

4

9, 986.

44, 881

10. 503

Men beneficiaries 3

Dependent husbands of women beneficiaries_
Wife retired
Wife disabled

Dependent widowers of insured women
workers_

797'

P10, 063
N-10. 063

63

1, 066

797.

f

-,

14, 737

11, 507

8,937

8,649

14, 526

10, 997

211

510

8, 413
524

8, 132
517

2, 053

2, 804

3, 151

3, 169

.----

OD
CO

l >' first Payable in 19387r First payable in 1957. 1 First payable in 1965: e Excludes a Very small dumber of men receiving benefitsas fathers of
deceased women workers. Infortnetio» not available by Sex of the deceased worker for father beneficiaries. Total number of father beneficiaries at
end of 1970 was 1,461.

.

--

either on her own or her husband's earnings, whichever
is larger, bat not two full benefits. Less dearly. understood but of growing concern is the allied problem that,
when both husband and wife work, the couple's benefits
may be somewhat smallerthan if total family earnings
were the same but only the husband had worked (sec
below). In other words, although family protection lots
been emphasized in. the evolution of the social security
provisions, the program incorporates no direct measure

I

of family earnings and their replacement. These and
related issues have been discussed in earlier reports.10
Benefits. for,ivorking laves.--The woman's benefit
based on her husband's work may be larger than her own

retirement benefit because the covered earnings of

_

women, on the average, are lower than those of men.
'Phis reflects their less regular and extended -afifiloy. uncut, their greater:concentration in low-paid occupations and industries, as well as any past (if not present)
discrimination in pay for the Same work. Thus, ill many
cases the working wife receives a retirement benefit no
larger than the nonworking wife may receive as a dependent. This is interpreted by some as meaning that
a woman's own work and her social seem* contribution have brought no benefit. It ignores the fact that
before reaching retirement age she had insurance protection for her dependents against loss of her own eMrti'figs due to disability or death.
-

married, couples' benefits and coutributioft8.When
1
/ both husband and wife work, their combined retire/ melt benefit, varies somewhat with the relative amount
earned by each. If their combined earnings are below
"see Report of the 1971 Advisory Council on Social Security.
.Washington, Government Printing, Office, 1971: Report of the
Task Force on Social Insanities and Taxes, to the Citizens' Advisory council on the Status of Women, Washington, Govern ment Printing Office, 1968; and Joseph A. Pechman, Henry J.
Aaron, rind Michael K. Taussig, Social Security; Perspeetires for
ficfor, Washington. The pronkings Institution, 1568.
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the taxable maximum for one worker (or even slightly
----------above),l he-sit twof .01e-belie fitstow hic Ittlicyare entitled '-------on their' respective work records is usually smaller than
WI times the amount to which a man with a dependent
wife would be entitled if his earnings had been equal to

their combined earnings." This is not the case when
their combined earnings are considerably above the taxable ma ximmit for one worker. In that event, however,
t I it cot t plt w i I Lim more_ soc i a I _see nrity taxes. a nd .gut

ae larger benefit than if only one spouse worked and
earned the same amount. Although the choice of having
the husband earn as much as the combined earnings of
himself and his wife is not ordinarily open to a family,
the comparison nevertheless raises questions of equity.
Various proposals have been advanced to improve the

retirement benefits of married couples, when both
spouses work. One proposal would allow each of these

couples the option of having a PIA calculated on the
basis of their combined earnings (up to'the annual taxable maximum for one worker) with 50 percent added
as the spouse's benefit and each entitled to half the sum,

A:form of this proposal which was considered by Congress in lon contains a provision applicable to couples
with each spouse having had 20 years of covered amployment after marriage, Unless such a provision is limited to couples with each spouse having extensive covered employment after marriage, the benefit cost would
run high and administration would be complicated.
An alternative approach with particular attention to

the financial difficulties of women whose marriage
breaks up when they are middle-aged or younger-would
"This situation is aggravated to the extent that a wife re-

ceiving a retirement benefit is entitled to it suPPlementari benefit

only when her busband's earnings are at least three times as
large as hers. Moreover, if the wife earns more. a husband is not
entitled to a secondary benefit Unless be can prove his wife had
provided half his support.
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credit to each spouse half of their combined ea.rnings
year'-during the period-o marriage.:-It-is
that such earnings credits would yield a hettet retirementenefit for women with many years of low!or zero
earnings, and would also help if a widow or divorcee
with young children becomes disabled or dies. Provision
for splitting earnings credits, however, would not generally increase the retirement benefit for the couple that
continues marriage,
and it would have variable effects
..
on the retirement benefits of couples with second and
tbi rd marriages of either partner.
It has also been suggested that, instead of a special
provision for calculating the retirement benefits of married couples, the-social security tax rate might be reduced for a working wife (or for all women). Or, alternatively, sonic payment in excess of her own retirement
benefit might be guaranteed every working wife.
Such provisions have a cost which would have to be
met .by tax increases for all covered workers, including those without dependents. -Furthermore, all raise
questions of equity in relation to the situation of .the
single worker.
Noncoverage of homemaking activities.Some women are concerned that their work at home,housekeep-

...

int! activities and the care of children and' of older
family members who are ill or disabledis not'considered employment for social security purposes. Some in
the women's liberation movement believe that this atti-

tude denigrates such activities and results in an unfavorable image of what had traditionally been considered "women's work." More- important, lack of coverage

means there is no benefit to help meet the real cost
of providing substitute homemaking and child care
services in the event of the woman's death or severe
disability.
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Concprning benefits eariuxl, the time spent in home--eareactivities by- womeir'who work' for-pay 'du ringpa rt ----'-of their lives does diminish the size of the retirement
benefit to which their own earnings record entitles them.
Moreover, if the young housewife becomes disabled or
dies, her covered employment may not be sufficient to
entitle her to.disability benefits or her children to survivor benefits. Questions concerning the value to be imputed to unpaid work and, again, who should pay the
"contribution" or the cost of such -C-Vediti hife ken.
discussed but with many conflicting answers.

Entitlement of men dependents.The entitlement
provisions for. spouses differ by sex. A wifo or widow
who is not entitled to a retirement benefit on her own
work record is automatically entitled to a benefit on her
.huiband's earnings record when she meets age and other
criteria:A husband or aged widower, on the other hand,
is entiticd.to a benefit °male basis of his wife's earnings
only if he Was dependent on her for half of his support.
A widower with entitled children in his care, unlike the
widowed mother, is not himself entitled to a benefit for

himself. Neither a divorced husband nor a surviving
divorced husband aged 62 and over has even a qualified

right to a type of benefit a divorced wife or surviving
divorced wife may receive. Up tonow, it has not seemed

reasonable to_ most people either to assume that men
generally. arc dependent on their wives or to require a
test of dependency for wives or widows.:

.

Earnings replacement and taxes.*Cetain otherleatures of OASDHI, particularly the benefit calculation
and the ceiling on taxable earnings, likewise appear to
have an uneven impact on men and women workers.
Any such differences, however, result not from differentiation between the sexes in the details or appliCation of
these provisions but from the operation of economic and
demographic factors.
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Thus, individual retirement benefits replace a larger

benefit formula is the same for both sexes and is
weighted to replace proportionately more of low than
of higher covered earnings. The higher replacement
occurs, therefore, 'both because women earn less than

men on the average and because women live about
4 years longer.
To the extent that men are more likely than women to
have earnings above the taxable maximum,
aximu, the man's
benefit. (apart from any benefit going to his wife) replaces a smaller fraction of total preretirement earnings
than does the woman's. It follows also that social secu
rity taxes represent a smaller proportion of total earn-

ings (covered plus noncovered) for men than for
women.

Summary
Social insurance has an uneven impact upon women
and men. In part the differences result from economic
and demographic factors outside the social security sys -'

tenisticsh as women's lower earnings and longer life
expectuncy. In part also, they result from the diversity

of women's roles as workers, wives, widows, and
mothers.
Over the years, OASDHI's evolution has been signifi7
cantly influenced by the necessity to accommodate these
diverse and changing needs. The concept that a man is
responsible for the support of his wife and children led

to the.ereatiou of a -broad structure of social security
family protection. At the same time, the steady growth
of labor-force participation by women, particularly
married women, has been reflected in a phenomenal
growth in the number of women entitled to benefits on
the basis of their own earnings records. Complaints that
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thp OASDH1 system discriminates against. women have

proliferated-as-a- result: of thisgrowth;---,
Various proposals havp been tt4yatice4 to relate the
.

retirement hehefits of

Hied coiiPles to their combined

earnings. Whatever the form of such it provision, its
costs would most likely have to be met by tax increases
on all (:vvered workers,-ineluding those without depend-

ents. OtIm suggestions reflect the concern that family
care and housekeeping activities performed by wonten
WriftioreonsidefettehlileiplibtiCiOr soda securit'y purposes..Consideratiowof alternative proposals for modi-

fying the program are but part of the continuing
assessment of social security in the United States.
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